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INTRODUCTION 

This stu<ly reviews the trends in the development of informatics-related 
service industries in selected developed and developing countries and the 
likely impact and implications of innovative applications in informatics on 
the growth of the service sector, particularly in de,eloping countries. The 
pace of technological development in informatics has escalated rapidly in the 
last two decades and while the impact of such developments has extended to 
most production sectors, it has been particularly marked in various service 
industries and the service sector as a whole. These developments have 
primarily taken place in industrialized, developed economies, particularly the 
United States, West European countries and .Japan, but the pervasive nature of 
technological applications has major implications for developing countries, 
both in industrial activities and in various service functions. 

Informatics can be basically defined as the techniques and systems for 
efficient organization, storage, transmission and dissemination of recorded 
information. It includes all technologies used in the collection, processing 
and transmiss!on of information, particularly micro-electronic and 
opto-electronic based technologies incorporated in a wide range of production, 
production processes and applications and increasingly in the service sector. 
Informatics covers, inter alia, computers and telecommunications, which are 
increasingly converging in data technologies, communications systems, office 
equipment, industrial robots and computer-c•.mtrolled machines and operations, 
besides electronic components, and the s~ftware and systems utilized in 
different fields and applications. 

Technical applications have, in recent years, increasingly focused on the 
service sector. This sector is extremely wide and diverse in its range and 
quite heterogeneous in terms of new technological applications. Services 
provide an enormous range of functions which are also vital for the 
development process, extending from production, marketing and distribution to 
provision and management of capital and to various activities designed to 
enhance social welfare and living atandards. The service sector can be 
broadly categorized under two groups. Firstly, there are specific services 
such as financial services, transportation, tourism, merchandizing, including 
food-related services, healthcare and professional services of various 
categories. Secondly, thP present study also covers informatics in 
industrial services and operations, which can be characterized as producer 
services, having direct impact on the manufacturing sector. The analysis of 
trends in develop3ent~ has been considered tor both categories, together with 
the implications of new informatics applications in these fields and th~ir 
effects on the development process, particularly in developing countries. The 
policy implications for developing countries, both at national and 
international levels have, thereafter, been analyzed and discuss~d. 

The study comprises four sections and several subsections. The first 
section deals with overall growth trends in the service sector, together with 
technologi=al developments in informatics applications in this field. Th~ 
second section, with a number of subsections, covers developments in 
inforiJMltics in relation to services in selected industrialized and developing 
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countries. The third section, with several subsections, concentrates on 
trends, experience and developaents, firstly, with respect to computers and 
telecommunications, and secondly, in the application of inforaatics in aajor 
service sectors, namely: financial services; transportation, tourism; 
merchandizing, including food-related services; healthcare, professional 
services, and in industrial operations and producer services. Experience in 
both industrialized and selected developing countries has been exaained under 
these categories, principally on the basis of secondary information sources. 
The fourth section comprises tvo subsections, which deal with, firstly, 
national policy issues relating to the application and developaent of 
informatics in the service sector in developing countries, and secondly, the 
international issues relating to inforaatics develop;.ients on the one hand and 
to the service sector, on the other. 

Considerable li~erature has emerged in recent years on the effects of 
informatics on sectoral developaent in various fields, including various 
service branches. Most such inforaation relates to trends and developaents in 
industrialized ~conoaies and relatively liaited aaterial is available on 
developing countries, except in the publications of some international 
organizations. This is largely because inforaatics has been extensively 
applied only in a few developing countries, particularly in Latin America and 
in certain Asian econ011ies. The implications and effects of informatics 
applications, however, are likely to be far-reaching for all developing 
econ<>11ies in the COiiing decades and policies and programmes have to be 
oriente~ to meet the challenge of technological innovations and applications 
in inforaatics in relation to various service subsectors and activities. 

The service sector has received prominent attention in international 
discussions in recent years, particularly on account of ~he Uruguay Round 
negotiations on trade. Trends and developments in this field have been 
highlighted and there is greater recognition in developing countries of the 
role and importance of the service sector in their respective economies. The 
analysis of conteaporary trends and experience in this regard is, therefore, 
of considerable topical importance and significance. 
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SECTION I 

GROWTH OF SERVICE SECTOR AND IMPACT OF INFORMATICS 

Traditionally, services have been viewed as the tertiary sector of the 
economy, that is, all activities which are not production of primary or 
industrial goods. The Verla Banlt, in its Vorld Develop!!!nt Report, 1987, 
defines services as a resid"!B.l, or total gross domestic product (GDP) ainus 
agriculture and industry, dE"fined in their broadest terms. y It is not easy 
to define and aeasure services as they cover an extreaely wide and diverse 
nature of activities. In balance-of-!l'l~nt accounts, incomes froa services 
are generally included under 'invisibl.:s ·, without much disaggregation. At 
the saae time, it is increasingly recognized that services play a vital role 
in national econoaies and in the global e-::onOllf in terms of their contribution 
to gross national product (GNP), and growth of income and eaployment in 
individual econoaies. Vith greater globalization of aarkets and changing 
patterns in the international division of labour and production as a result of 
technological developments, the service sector is also becoaing increasingly 
internationalized and is emerging as a vital and critical area of growth for 
all econoaies. This is reflected in the importance given to services in the 
international trade negotiations at the Uruguay Round. Vhile definitions and 
coverage of specific services remain s011evhat ~lurred and indistinct, and 
there have been conceptual differences on definitions as used for statistical 
purposes and for policies and negotiations, a broad consensus has emerged on 
the overall importance of the service sector. The specific coverage of this 
sector extends, firstly, to developments in information and communications 
and, secondly, to specific services such as financial and related services; 
transport, tourism, merchandizing, healthcare and social services and various 
professional services. It is also necessary to examine the impact of 
informatics on the industrial sector, particularly in relation to producer 
services impacting on manufacture. 

The role of services in national economies and in international 
operations has been dramatically enhanced by revolutionary, innovative changes 
in informatics, comprising information and co11111UI1ications technologies. 
Advances in informatics have led to the emergence of a new techno-economic 
paradigm in which the intensive use of knowledge and information has emerged 
as the key factor, with a comparable decline in the consuaption of energr and 
raw materials per unit of output. While factoral aspects of production 
continue to be of importance, eaphasis is gradually shifting to a country's 
technological competitiveness and its capability in acquiring, adapting and 
utilizing knowledge and know-how involved in informatics and other new 
technologies. The new role of services has also to be viewed in this changing 
technological context. 

The service sector has grown considerably in importance and significance 
during the last two decades. In tte Vorld Bank's World DevelopmenF Reeort, 
the share of services in GDP for 1985 ranged from an average of 35 per cent 
for low-income economies, 47'per'cent for lover and middle-income economies, 
54.per'cent for aiddle and upper-income co~tries and 6l'per

0

cent for 
industrialized market economies. 1/ For the industrialized econo•ies, the 
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growth o~ services has been much higher than for industries. In developing 
countries also, the growth of the service sector has generally been fairly 
dynamic, though often less than the pace of industrial growth. Global 
experience so f~r suggests that the share of services in GDP tends to rise 
with the level of per capita income There is a clearly-discernible trend in 
industrialized countries to move towards a 'service' economy. This can of 
course also be translated, in certain country situations, into low-paid 
employment in service industries, particularly during periods of recession or 
industrial dislocation. Ust.ally, however, the growth of the service sector 
represents an effective and improved combination of innovative technological 
applications which enhance production, marketing an6 distribution capabilities 
of agriculture and industry and also of specific service fancti ·ns relating to 
the economy or its external trade. 

The growing importance of the role played by the service sector can also 
be assessed in terms of foreign direct investments (FDI). Such investments in 
the service sector were estimated to l~ about $300 billion out of a total 
approximate FDI stock of $700 billion. 'JI It was also estimated that half the 
total annual flows of FDI is in services, approximating $25 billion per year 
for the period from 1980 to 1985. A more recent estimate, however, suggests 
that FDI in services constitutes 50-60'per'cent of the current world stock of 
FDI, valued at around $100 billion and about 60.per'cent of annual global 
flows of FDI. ~ Differences in estimates are largely due to definitional 
reasons. Whatever the proportion or extent of FDI flows in the service 
sector, there can be little doubt that it is very substantial and constitutes 
a sizeable proportion of total FDI flows. Host such investments have taken 
place in fi~ance and trade-related services and among industrialized market 
economies, with transnational corporations (TNCs) and their subsidiaries and 
affiliates playing a major role in service investments. The extent of outflow 
of FDI in services of major industrialized market economies during 1975-1980 
and during 1981-1986 may be seen from Table.I. while inward flows of FDI in 
services in selected developing countries may be seen from Table 2. 

Technoiogical developments in informatics have played a highly 
significant role in the expansion of the service sector. The rapid growth of 
data-processing facilities on the one hand and in teleco1D1DUnications and data 
transmission on the other has been a major factor contributing to the growth 
of this sector and has led to a wide range of innovative software and systems 
applications. The developme~t of information systems and data bases in 
various fields to collect, process, store, retrieve, display and disseminate 
information on particular subjects, has been of particular significance. 

Information systems can be variously classified and for different 
purposes. One method of classification is by the application area, such as 
government records, payroll, accounting, airline reservations and the like. 
Another classification could be by the type of service rendered. Broadly, the 
following six types of information systems can be distinguished in the 
services sector in diff~rent countries: (a) Computing Service Systems thot 
provide general computing services to various users; (b) Information Storage 
and Retrieving Systems that are designed to store data and retrieve them in 
response to requests; (c) Command and Control Systems that are used to monitor 
given situations; (d) Transaction Processing Systems which process defined 
transactions and produce predefined outputs as well as maintain the necessary 
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data base, such as in a billing sys~em; (e) Message Switching Systems that 
route messages over trar.smission lines; and (f)'Process Control Systems that 
are designed to control operations and processes by monitoring the conditions 
and instructing appropriate action to the machines. 

Apart from technological developments in computer applications, data 
processing and information systems, which extend to all service subsectors, 
developments in telecommunic~tions have alsc had fairly extensive impact on 
various service functions and operations. 2f The convergence of 
teleco1111Unications, micro-electronics and computer technology has provided a 
new techn~logical base for the communications sector. Old systems have been 
replaced and entirely new components, products and services have been 
developed. In place of earlier communications systems based on a set of 
telephones connected by copper wire through an electro-mechanical switching 
system, analogue electrical signals are increasingly transmitted between the 
exchanges via coaxial underground and under~~a cable. Innovative developments 
in this field have led to the development of electronic programme-controlled, 
digital switching systems. Digital exchange technology is now generally 
accepted as being more economic and technically superior to conventional 
systems for use in both developed and developing counLries. 

As in exchange technology, the pace and scope of technical change in 
transmission technology in telecommunications services has been rapid and 
widespread_ Microwave lransmi3sion systems exhibiting greater efficiency and 
capacity due to pulse code modulation (PCM) and time division multiplexing 
(TDH) transmission techniques are being utilized for medium capacity lines and 
difficult terrains. Likewise, radio telephone using Very H!.gh Frequency (VHF) 
and Ultra High Frequency (UHF) systems also does away with the need for 
physical conductors in rural areas. Fibre optics and laser transmission 
svstems provide significant advantages over conventional systems in terms of 
greater capacity, speed, flexibility, resistance to interfererce and 
substantially reduced installation costs. Likewise, micro-eiectronics-based 
technology has made the use of satel!ite communications technology more 
Pconomically viable for both public and private networks. 

Peripheral equipment has .>lso undergone major technological changes by 
thf' convergence of computer and telecommunications technology. The range of 
terminals and telephones, key systems, mobile radios, modems and a variety of 
office equipment, such as word processors, multi-function microcomputers, 
electronic messaging and other types of workstations, has expanded rapidly. 
Increasingly, it has become possible for major international, corporate and 
priv.~te users to use and adapt new telecommunications services and facilities 
to mee1 their particular needs. ~ A combination of technological advances, 
reduce~ transmission costs, less regulatory restrictions, and growing user 
demand for znphisticated new services has led to the creation of several 
value-added networks and other specialized information services that operate 
internationaJly. These new data services "permit instantaneous, long-distance 
interactive interactions via transnational computer-communication systems. 
More specifically, by collapsing time and space (at decreasing costs), data 
services permit certain services to be produced in one place and consumed in 
another place. The result is an increase in the transportability and, 
consequently, tradability of certain services which can be delivered via the 
telecommunications network. 'l/ 
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The fusion of computers and telecommunications has created a large array 
of transactional services. Multinational and some national entE:rprises are 
using telecOllllUJlication3 services for a wide variety of transactions within 
firms and among user groups of related firas. Examples of networks of rela~ed 
businesses are the international banking network (Society for Worldwide 
Interbank Financial Tel,.collDllllications (SWIFT)) and the airlines data syste.
of Societe Internationale des Telecommunications Aeronautiques (SITA)). 
Electronic data interchange (EDI) i$ a new and rapidly expanding form of 
intrafira transactional service~- In North America, large retail clothing and 
food stores are rapidly introducing EDI systems. The system is also being 
used in -jor ports such as Haaburg, Rotterdam and Singapore and has 
reportedly reduced clearance time very substantially. 

Until the 1960s, only a li•ited range of basic telecot1mUI1ications 
services, -inly telegraph, telephone, and telex, were ~vailable to 
residential and business users, which were usually provided by 
government-owned and operated public teleco11111U11ications organizations. New 
technological develop11ents have posed several issues relating to the 
maintenance of state monopolies in telecommunications. The present trenc.i in 
industrialized market economies is that the basic telephone services continue 
to be maintained on a reserved, or monopoly basis, in most countries, except 
in the United States. Enhanced value-added services or clusters of ~ervices 
are, however, being opened to competition, in several industrialized 
countries. Available estimates for some member countries of the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) indicate that the 
telecomamication sector's proportion of GNP is comparable to the share of the 
steel or the textile sectors. Even these figures underestimate the importance 
of the sector owing to the difficulty of evaluating private-sector investments 
related to telecommunications and of separating domestic from international 
income. In 1980-1984, the share of transport, storage, and communications in 
GDP was 7 per cent in developed countries and 6 per cent in developing 
countries. ,!V' Digitization has vastly increased the speed and reliability of 
telecoaaunications, and has led to lower barriers to market entry for 
manufacturers of equipment and providers of data services. 

Technological innovations in informatics, apart from teleco11111Unications, 
in recent years have largely focused on micro-electronics which have 
applications in several service sectors such a~ financial services (banking, 
insurance, etc.), trangport, tourism, merchandizing, health and social 
services, and professional services, besides industrial and commercial 
operations. Data technologies offer vastly improved capabilities for the 
processing, storage, retriev&l, manipulation, and transmission of data for 
various purposes at generally declining cost3. It would be useful to briefly 
assess the impact of technological developments in informatics in some of the 
major service subsectors. 

Financial services: In the area of financfal services, new inform&tics 
applications and usage have brought about significant changes in recent years 
in the operations of financial markets and on the activities of institutions 
operating in national and international financial intermediation, primarily in 
industrialized countries, but also in certain economies su~h as Singapore and 
Hong Kong. Financial services may be defined as comprising (a) deposit taking 
and lending, whether iP domestic or foreign currency, fr<>11 and to Governments, 
corporations, private individuals and others; (b) specialized forms of lending 
including trade financir~. loan syndications, and participation; (c) trading 
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and dealing in domest~c and foreign currencies; (d)
0

various advisory and 
brokerage services and (e) insurance services. Financial services inevitably 
interact with a broad range of economic activities and agents and play an 
important part in the credit, i.onetary and payments systems. Informatics, 
comprising the flov and analysis of financial information, both directly 
between users through various financial and securities databases, are playing 
a major role in those &ctivities. 

In the last tvo decades, there has been dramatic grovt:h of trade in 
financial services, specially among industrialize4 countries. This has taken 
place, to a significant extent, because of technological innovations in 
i~£onaatics and consequential product development and a changing pattern of 
financial services on an international scale. A detailed picture of the 
magnitude of national and international transactions ln financial services is, 
how~ver, difficult to obtain, owing to probleas in measurement. Such 
transactiJns are mainly concentrated in industrialized countries, and 
generally ur:dertaken by TNC subsidiarfos and affiliates, particularly TNCs in 
the respective financial subsector. The trends in the 1980s suggest that such 
international transactions are likely to expand greatly as a result of new 
information technologies, through cross-border flows of services, as well as 
the expansion of activities of transnational banks and other financial 
institutions, wherever this is permitted under the regulatory environment. 2/ 

Financial intermediation is increasingly becoming an information 
industry, and thus, changes in the ability to gather, process, store, or 
exchange information are bringing about significant changes in the operations 
and markets of financial intermediaries. As Hehroo Jussawalla and Stephen 
Dworak observe, "the theoreticai importance of information to fina~cial 
intermeciaries and their markets indicates that technological advances in the 
ability to gather, proc~ss, store, or exchange information would be ~uickly 
utilized by those trying to improve their profit/risk position, whether 
regionally, nationally, or internationally." !QI Advances in informatics have 
provided the financial institutions with the ability to be more responsive to 
customers and warkets and to offer a broader range of financial services and 
products. Changes in financial services brought about by the developments in 
informatics include features such as electronic funds transfer, "sweep" 
accounts, negotiable CDs, and money market accounts, and such new ser-ricP.s as 
automatic teller machines (ATHs) and home banking. Informatics have also 
contributed to the tremendous growth in "plastic money" such as credit cards 
and related cash and "smart" cards. 

An important element in financial services is provided by insurance 
services. Insurance services permit the transfer and sharing of risk, 
contribute to the accumulation of funds for investment, and provide a 
mechanism for private savings. Insurance enables individuals and 
organizations to pay an agreed premium to transfer risks of financial loss, 
arising out of specified loss-producing events to an insurer who, by pooling 
individual independent risks, reduces the overall risk. The boundaries of 
insurability can be extended by spreadjng large risks among a number of 
insurers by coinsurance or reinsurance arrangements which allow several 
insurers to share in the insurance of largP. industrial risks. 

The use of computers and informatics has played an important role in the 
development of insurance services, both in national markets and in 
international insurance transactions. This has led to considerable 
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enhancement of efficiency and speedy processing of transactions in a nUJ1ber of 
countries, both ir.dustrialized and developing. At the same time, the 
introduction of insurance services, like other financial services, relies on a 
combination of financial, human and intangible resources. Though information 
technology is increasingly utilized in product design, risk evaluati~n. 
marketing, and administration, experienced management and skilled per~onnel 
remain essential to successful insurance transactions. The efficiency and 
competitive ability of an insurance company depends on the judgemental 
capability of its underwriting, claims, and investment management, combined 
with detailed knowledge about clients, products, and areas. In this regard, 
developments in information technology may exert conflicting influences on 
capital requirements for providing insurance services,'.!!! though speed and 
efficiency in operations has undoubtedly been enhanced to a substantial extent. 

Transportation: Transport services can be generally categorized as those 
provided by railroads, tn.&cking, shipping and water transport, airlines, 
pipelines etc. For domestic transportation, railroads and road transport by 
trucks are generally the most important, while for international 
transportatiot1, air passenger travel and ocean freight shipping greatly 
exceed, in value terms, other modes of such transportation. In air transport, 
passenger traffic accounts for three-quarters of all scheduled air traffic. 
Since 1978, total traffic has grown at about 6 per cent a year. Freight 
traffic has grown slightly faster, at 7'per'cent a year. Developments in 
informatics have played an important role in the growth of transportation 
services, particularly through computerization of operations and rapid 
transmission of information. A major factor in the development of air 
transport services has been the key role of computerized reservation systems 
(CRS) a~ a strategic tool for airlines. An example is that of SITA (Societe 
~, ~ Internationale Telecommunications Aeronautiques), which provides a network 
o leased lines carrying messages among over 200 airlines in 115'countries. 
~- servation systems in the United States include SABRE of American Airlines 
(revenue $455'million in 1988), Apollo of United (revenue: $299'million), 
PARS used by TWA and North West (revenue $195 million) and DATAS II used by 
Delta (revenue $117'million in 1988) . .!1f PARS and DATAS II merged in 1990 to 
form Worldspan. 

International tourism: Informatics is playing an increasingly important 
role in tourism development. Tourism is not a unified service sector but 
brings together several different services for individuals and groups when 
they travel abroad. These services relate to various aspects of travel 
including charter flights, cruises, credit cards, travel insurance, personal 
accommodation, entertainment and the packaging of holidays, souvenirs, 
communications and advertising. The role of computers and communications 
systems has become essential in various tourism services, such as: (a) 
activities of tourism enterprises, including tour operators and travel agents 
which supply one or more tourism services; (b) most passenger transportation 
services; (c)'enterprises providing reception, lodging and food facilities 
and services such as hotels, motels, camps, rented holiday apartments, 
restaurants, and cafes; (d)'recreational, cultural, sporting and other 
entertainment services, and (e)'supporting and auxiliary services such as 
tourist guide services. 

Tourism enterprises from one country location need to install, maintain 
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tu a great volume of tourism information moving across borders and have 
facilitated international service transactions in tourism not only directly 
through services such as data processing and telecommunications, but through 
banking and financial services. Computers are also extensively utilized both 
in developed as well as developing countries to maintain and process data on 
tourist arrivals and tourism investments and expenditure. 

Herchandizing: Informatics has also had considerable impact on 
merchandizing and trade services, mainly in industrialized market economies, 
though also in some developing countries, in recent years. Large-scale 
introduction of electronic cash registers (ECRs) has brought about major 
changes in the running of retail outlets of various kinds, and considerable 
additional information about different transactions can be entered and 
recorded on the ECRs fitted with a so-called automatic reading wand or 
electronic scanner. This is a device that reads information encoded, 
opti~ally or magnetically, on tags fitted to the goods on sale. Information 
on a shirt, for example. such as its code number, colour, style, size and 
price, can be encoded on a tag not much bigger than a conventional price tag. 
All this information can be entered into the ECR in less than a second and 
without error by the sales assistant passing a reading wand rapidly across the 
tag. The information, once entered, is recorded and can be analyzed either 
i111111ediately or at the end of the day on the store's main computer. Retailers 
are thus provided with up-to-date and detailed information on progress of 
sales of different items, enabling better control of stoc~s and inventorJ. 

New computer systems in use in the retail industry are designed to speed 
up actual store-level transactions, providing customers with more efficient 
service and using a computer system to prepare detailed accounting records. A 
new generation of Point of Sale (POS) machines has replaced the old-fashioned 
cash register. Various coding methods are used on actual merchandise to make 
the process of entering data into the POS terminal more efficient and 
accurate. The grocery industry in countries such as the United States is the 
biggest user of full-scale POS systems. 

Food-related services such as supermarkets generally require different 
and more complex ECRs than those in department stores or other retail 
merchandizing outlets. Informatics has not only helped in faster checkout, 
but also helped in better control of stocks and in saving expensbre floor 
space. 

Healthcare: Tn the field of healthcare, medical electronics and 
informatics are performing increasingly important functions. The delivery of 
healthcare is essentially a problem-solving activity, depending heavily on the 
processing of information. Medical diagnostics and treatment entails 
collecting accurate information, formulating precise hypotheses and testing 
them, and effici~ntly managing several patients and large amounts of data. As 
medical care comes to depend increasingly on the co-ordinated activities of 
several professional and auxiliary personnel, timely and productive 
communication becomes increasingly vital. The mobility of peopl~ and a 
growing concern with the prevention of illness and the management of chronic 
disease makes the long-term storage and ready availability of data essential. 

Trends and developments in the application of informatics in the 
healthcare system, particularly in industrialized market economies, have been 
remarkable and computer usage has been extended to a variety of applications, 
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apart from accounting, such as scheduling, patient monitoring, and automated 
laboratories, as well as to computer-assisted diagnosis and research and 
preparation and retrieval of medical histories. Several doctors are using 
computers as a diagnostic tool in hospitals and clinics and patients' data is 
ir ceasingly fed into coaputers and processed. Collputers are also being used 
for such diagnostic purposes as displaying heart functions on a terainal 
screen, or determining, by means of ca.puter-aided tomography (CAT) scanner, 
the area in the brain that may have been damaged by a stroke. In addition to 
being a diagnostic tool, the computer is also a research tool that is 
providing insight into causes and prevention of strokes and other areas of 
healthc4re. 

Professional services: The professional services sub-sector has been 
gaining in importance in recent years in both industrialized countries and 
developing economies. Professional servJces that are significant in 
international trade, and which are utilizing inforaatics to an increasing 
extent, include accounting, legal s.?rvices, consultancy services, and the 
like. Computer services are also growing significantly in i19portance, 
together with industrial inforaatics and producer services. 

The principal services provided by the accounting industry are auditing 
and accounting services and tax-related services. In the United States, 
auditing and accounting. which are increasingly computerized, are estimated to 
account for 50 to 77 per cent of the revenues of major accounting firms. Some 
of the major accounting companies have operations in 111<>st developed-market 
econ011ies, as well as in a number of developing countries, and developme1 ... ; in 
informatics have contributed significantly to this trend. 

Legal services include the representation of clients in civil and 
criminal courts, the negotiation and preparation of l~gal documents, and other 
legal consultation and advice. Available information suggests that national 
legal services are highly competitive, including in the United States where 
the sector has been growing rapidly since 1979. 

It is difficult to assess the international market for legal services 
because of existing national regulations on entry of foreign firms and the 
relatively limited nature of !nternational legal service activities at 
present. '!JI Recent reports suggest that developments such as mergers and 
take-overs, privatization, ane relaxation of restrictions in some countrie~ 
have generated new demand for international legal services. In any case, it 
seems likely that there may be a growing trend toward internationalization of 
legal services in industrialized countries. There is no information to 
suggest that similar forces are at work with respect to legal services in 
developing countries. 

Management consultancy and other consultancy services constitute another 
field of professional services that has been growing rapidly in industrialized 
countries in recent years and has been greatly facilitated by the application 
of inforaatics. All project planning and construction, and industrial 
applications, become more complex and require a greater degree of 
sophistication and inforaatics ap?lication, the role of consultancy 
engineering and of manag~ment consultancy ia also becoming increasingly 
i11portant. While consultancy engineering has, in general, been 
internationalized, for a considerable period, recent trends in informatics are 
providing greater competitive advantage for consulting organizations fro• 
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industrialized economies and a greater degree of speciali-ation in consultancy 
and management services. 

Industrial applications and producer services: Apart from specific 
informatics applications in particular ser."i.ce 3ubsectors, there has been a 
very significant impact of informatics on manufacturing and production 
processes and in office management techniques and practices. Vhile 
informatics applications in the manufacturing sector do not fall under the 
category of the service sector as such, such applications are not only having 
major impact in production and manufacturing operations, but are bec011ing 
increasingly specialized and serving a widening range of producer service 
operations and fwictions. The nev applications are largely due to the entry 
cf computers in production operations, through c011pUter-&t::led design and 
llllllUfacture (CAD-CAK) and computer-integrated engineering, leading to the use 
of increasingly complex computerized equipment, including robots and 
artificial intelligence devices. Major changes in manufacturing and 
production techniques have been combined with nev and dynaaic management 
techniques such as just-in-time delivery and total q~ity control. ~ In 
all these aspects, informatics applications are playing an increasingly 
critical role, impacting on most industrial and business operations. 

Industrial services in recent years are assuaing ever ~reater importance 
because new, complex production technologies can only be efficiently operated 
within an overall system of support services, such as telecOllllUJ'lications; 
advanced repair and maintenance services; computer software specialists; and 
R&D inputs. With the 'service content' of manufacture increasing rapidly, 
through the use of computer systems for design, quality control, 
inventory-handling, etc., developments in informatics have brought about 
greater integration between manufacturing and various producer services. 

Advances in micro-electronics and teleco...unications oc~upy a central 
position in the technological transformation taking place in several 
industries and production sectors. Computer-based systems provide an enormous 
range of facilities, which are then transmitted by telecommunications with 
minimum transmission and transaction time. An example is the interfacing of 
U.S. designs with CAD facilities in Hong Kong and the Republic of Korea to 
reduce the lead time re~uired be:tt!een design and manufacture of garments. 

Informatics technology has been ir.troduced in a wide range of industrial 
processes involving both the transfer and processing of information and the 
control of 111achinery operations. Apart from informatics innovations in 
adainistration and co-ordination through office automation equipment, major 
areas of application have been computer-aided design (CAD) and 
computernwaerically- controlled (CNC) machines. These can be briefly 
exemplified by developments in clothing manufacture and the machine tool 
industry. 

In the clothing industry, though central production (that is, the 
assembly of pieces of cloth) has remained largely a domain of labour-intensive 
operations on traditional or programaable seving machines, in the pre-assembly 
stage CAD systems are being extensively used and are now ~idely utilized for 
pattern-making, grading and marking. This enables 11Uch quicker respon.<>es to 
changing market requirements, a shorter tum-around time in grading and 
marking, and considerable improvement in fabric utilization. An overwhelming 
.. jority of CAD machines have been installed in industrialized countries and 
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in 19g5, only approximately ten CAD systems out of a total of 700 were to be 
found in certain developing countries. usage in some developing countries is 
increasing rapidly. The same broadly holds true for CAD diffusion in other 
industrial sectors. This has been significant only in a few developing 
countries. such as Brazil, Hong Kong. India, Republic of Korea, Mexico, 
Singapore and the Taiwan Province of China. !2/ 

The machine tool ind~stry has, since the 1970s, become a particularly 
strong and effective us~r of NC and CNC machinery. For example, in the 
leading OECD-producing countries of metal-cutting machine tools, the share of 
NC machine tools has risen from one-quarter to two-thirds within jsut a decade 
(1976-1986). In the same period, the share of CNC lathes in total lathe 
productio~ went up from one-third to almost four-fifths of the total. Here 
again, a considerable gap exists between most industrialized and the few 
developing countries which are significant users ~f NC machine tools. Some 
developing countries such as the Republic of Korea and Singapore have, 
however, achieved levels of 50 per cent of the density of such machines in the 
United Kingdom, the United States or in Germany. !§I 

The emergence of information technology has made possible a number of key 
developments in the industrial services sector, enabling greater automation in 
manuf~cture. In contrast to conventional 'fixed automation' systems, which 
follow a pre-ordained sequence of steps in making a product, flexible 
manufacturing systems can be progra11111ed to alter their procedures to suit 
varying production requirements. Flexible systems, by enabling automation of 
low-volwae production, a~e critical for the development of automated factories 
of the future. 

In recent years, there has been tremendous growth in the global 
information industry and in the market for computer services, including 
computer systems and software, data processing, and related advisory 
services. The development and use of software for a wide variety of 
applications is also leading to a growing demand for the services of co~puter 
professionals, who are involved in software development as well as in the 
actual provision of services related to use of software. These services are 
particularly important in the case of customer-specific software, where 
consultation and training are important factors. At present, the world market 
for standardized and packaged software is dominated by companies from the 
United States and certain other industrialized countries. Companies and 
individuals from both industrial and developing countries are, however, 
developing software to suit specific needs and modifying software packages for 
clients abroad. Such services are emerging as an important potential source 
cf foreign exchange earnings for some developing countries, such as India and 
Brazil. 
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SECTION II 

DEVELOPMENTS IN INFORMATICS IN REI.ATION TO SERVICES IN 
SELECTED INDUSTRIALIZED AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Technological innovations in infonr.atics and the pace of their 
application in services in recent years have varied considerably even in 
industrialized countries where they have been largely applied and utilized. 
For developing countries, extensive application of informatics in the s~rvice 
sector, even where possible, has been subject to several constraints and has 
various developmental and policy implications. Although there was rapid 
global growth of informatics during the 1970s, it is during the last decade 
that the pervasive impact of development in this field has been more 
pronounced in the service sector of industrialized and a few develo?ing 
countries. 

The production of informatics products a~d equipment has expanded 
enormously during the 1980s in the United States, Japan and Western Europe, 
which cover 80-90 per cent of global production. Production trends for 
various informatics subsectors in industri~lized countries are shown in 
Table.3, which indicate that the production of computers and components has 
risen significantly both in the United States and Japan and, at a lesser pace, 
in western Europe. During 1986-1988, similar trends continued, with the added 
factor of substantia._ly increased production of conswaer electronics and 
computers and components in certain South-East Asian economies, particularly 
the Republic of Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore and the Taiwan Province of China. 
While production of consumer electronics and computers and components has also 
risen substantially in some other developing countries such as, Brazil, India, 
Malaysia and Mexico, the proportion of their production in global output in 
these subsectors continues to be small. 

Trends in informatics development and its application in the service 
sector in selected countries, together with policies followed in these 
countries, particularly in certain developing countries, are discussed in this 
section. This is followed by a review of developments with respect to 
informatics applications in maj~r service sectors, in the next section of the 
study. 

A. United States of America 

Information technology has always played an important role .. 1 t~e service 
sector of the United States economy. In rer.ent years, however, service-sector 
industries have dramatically increased their acquisition and application of 
computers, telecommunication5 and other informatics products. As a result, 
th~ broad segment of the economy that can be classified as providers of 
services now owns about 84 per cent of the total United States stock of 
information-technology items. !/ 

It is generally recognized that services are central to employment, 
economic growth and quality of life in ~ost industrialized economies, 
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particularly the United States. An analysis of the trends in service-sector 
investments from 1970 to 1~85 shows that only information technology has 
experienced an increase in its share of the total service sector's capital 
stock. In 1970, information technology accounted for only 6.4 per cent of 
total service capital whereas, IS.years later, the share had risen almost 2.5 
times to 15.5 per cent. The most intensive users of information technology in 
the United States are in the service sector. Tables 4, 5, and 6 provide an 
industry-by-industry assessment of shifting trends in the stock of information 
technology capital in the service sector. Benchllark assessments describing 
the concentration of technology ownership vithin various segments of the 
service_groupings can be found in Tables 4 and 5. In 1985, the service sector 
as a whole ovned 84 per cent of the United States economy's total stock of 
infor11ation-technology capital. W!thin services. about 45 per cent of this 
capital can be found in the cOllmUllications industry (see Table ~). largely 
reflecting the sizable investment in a nation-wide telephone system. This is 
followed by financial services and the real estate subsectors, which acco\Ulted 
for about 25 per cent of inforaatics products in the service sector. Other 
major owners and users of informatics products and systems include wholesale 
trade, business services, and health-care providers. '1:J 

Among informatics products, computers and related systems and software 
constitute the single largest line item for the service sector. Apart from 
communications and r.ationvide telephone systems, computers account for 49 per 
cent of informatics products utilized by the service sector. This proportion 
has increased significantly during the 1980s from an average of only about 17 
per cent in the 1970s. In fact, over the last decade, growth in the stock of 
computers used by the service sector has averaged 22 per cent per year, which 
is far higher than for other technology products. 

Within the service sector, financial services in the United States own 49 
per cent of all computers in this field. Financial services, as of 1985, are 
estimated to have 27.3 per cent of their total capital held in the form of 
computers and other office machinery, a share over seven times the ratio for 
all industri.es. y Within the finance sector, securities brokers, investment 
holding companies and insurance companies have become highly dependent on 
computers, followed by banks and credit agencies. Outside of finance, 
wholesale trade and business services and retail 11erchandizing rely fairly 
heavily on computers. There has been rapid growth of networking and, by June 
1989, 15 per cent of the 40.l million personal computers (PCs) in United 
States' businesses had been networked. By 1992, such networking should extend 
~v 41 per cent of the over 60 million desktop computers likely to be in use at 
that t~-.e. !!./ Under miscellaneous services, computer ownership is generally 
small, although both legal services and educational institutions have 
accelerated their purchases greatly over the pr~sent decade. There has also 
been extensive application of informatics in various sectors of manufacture, 
ranging from CAD-CAM and flexible manufacturing systems to use of robots. 
Though the United States is behind Japan in the use of robotics, the number of 
industrial robots being used is increasing, as may be seen from the 
comparative figures in Table 7. 

The evidence relating to international saleB and purchases of services by 
the United States, which is presented in Table 8, indicates that net exports 
in computer and data processing services from the United States are very 
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substantial. ~ Sales total $629 million and purchases $61 million. Software 
services (excluding custom progra1111ing) account for two-thirds of the total 
and include prepackaged softw~re and rights to use, reproduce, or distribute 
such software. These also include integrated hardware and software systems 
and system analysis, design, engineering. and custom programming services. 
The United States has a net export balance ir.. database and other information 
services including business and other databases, with sales of $108 million 
and purchases of $28 •illion, which is likely to increase further with the 
high concentration of database~ in the country. The United States also has 
net export balances for engineering, architecture, construction, and aining, 
legal services ($148 million against ~5o •illion); aanageaent, consulting, and 
public relations ($379 aillion against $50 aillion); research and developaent, 
commercial testing, and laboratory services ($182 aillion against 
$127 aillion); and other services ($184 aillion against $52 aillion). Sales 
of !ledical services amount to $515 million, while data on purchases of such 
services are not available but are likely to be saall. In financial services, 
the United States has exports of $3,731 million and iaports of 
$2.~07 •illion. In education, United States exports of coaputers and systeas 
came to $740 million and imports were $48 million. Transactions within 
transnational corporations indicate a substantial net export balance for the 
United States, with sales of $14,988 million and purchases of 
$6,210 million. ~ 

Apart from a favourable export balance for informatics products and 
services, the application of informatics to various services in the United 
States has been the most extensive among all countries. While financial 
services utilize informatics the most, usage of computers and informatics has 
extended to all service activities, including transportation, retail 
merchandizing, healthcare and education and a variety of applications in homes 
and offices and for sports and recreation. Operations such as electronic 
mail, graphics, and networking and groupvare have expande<i enormously during 
the 1980s and are likely to grow rapidly in the 1990s also. 

The liberalization of trade in services has been a major objective of the 
U.S. Government's economic policy. While United States proposals for 
liberalizing trade in services conform to the general philosophy of 
deregulation in the United States, this is also an area of considerable 
comparative advantage at present. Trade liberalization in services was 
mandated by the Trade Act of 1974, which stated that "the term international 
trade includes trade in both goods and services". The efforts at 
liberalization are raflected in the United States initj~tive, supported by 
OECD countries, to include trade in services within the CATI' fra.ework, in the 
Uruguay Round negotiations. 

B. Japan 

During the 1980s, the technological leadership in infor11111.tics was largely 
shared between the United States and Japanese iP-Justry, though U.S. computer 
manufacturers, particularly IBM, still retainPJ a su~stantial share of the 
global market. Yhile Japanese co11p1.1ter mam•.iacturers lagged beh1 nd the United 
States till the early 1970s, by 1974 Japan could produce general-purpos~ 
computers comparable with the IBM 370 models then available, end by 1978, 
Fujitsu and Hitachi introduced large and efficient computer syi.:tems. Al11<>st 
~O per cent of the world's robots were employed in Ja"Oan fo 1979, and by 1981, 
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Japan's share of the world robot park had risen to 70 per cent, with Fujitsu 
Fanuc setting the pace for numerical-controls technology throughout the 
1970s. Half of the world's ground stations for satellite coDDunications were 
built by a single Japanese telecommunications equipment manufacturer during 
the 1970s. By the early 1980s. Japanese technology had achieved 
state-ot-the-art technology in critical fields such as optical fibres, pulse 
code modulation and digital exchanges and had achieved an increasingly 
dominant position in the production of chips, as may be seen from Table 9. 

Japan's computer companies were able to produce comparable equipment to 
IBM's new fourth-generation system and NEC brought out two models of the ACOS 
System 250 to compete with IBM Systems 38 and 4331, while Mitsubishi Elec~ric 
unveiled COSMO 700 III and 700 S, claimed to be the first medium-sized 
general-purpose computers which can form multi-processing systems in which 
modular processors are connected. Fujitsu has developed a lead in 64 K bit 
memory applications and mounted the 64 K bit LSI on its network computers for 
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation (NTI'}, while applying high-density 
chips to its Model F general-purpose computers. The model F systems have 
considerable potential for processing Asian languages. It is reported that 
they can process Japanese Kenji (Chinese characters) and Kane (Japanese 
characters) as well as alphanumeric characters and promise to do the sam~ with 
other languages such as Korean, Chinese and Thai. 

In comparison with IBM's software strategy, Hitachi offers some 124 
different software programmes designed for their new system of computers. 
Fujitsu entered into co-operative arrangements with European compa~ies to 
capture a share of their market for informatics services, initially with 
Amdahl and later with Seconics in Spain; Siemens in Germany, and recently with 
ICL (U. K.). 

Japan has pursued a highly deliberate strategy and well-designed policies 
to achieve its internationally competitive position in development and 
manufacture of informat;_cs products. Government policies sou,sht to establish 
the infrastructure necessary for private firms to expand, develop, and 
compete. Through the Mi.nistry of International Trade and Industry (MIT!), the 
Japanese Government actively intervened in developing a concensus on a 
long-term vision and projections in informatics development. 1.J At the same 
time, a highly dynamic and continuing initiative was taken by major Japanese 
corporations and groups to compete effectively in the informatics sector on a 
global scale. 

Besides MIT!, the principal government agencies dealing with informatics 
in Japan include the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPT), MITI's 
Information and Technology Promotion Agency (IPA), the Science and Technology 
Agency, and prior to its privatization, NTT. All these agencies have played a 
significant role in informatics development in Japan. During the 1970s, 
through a series of co-operative research and development projects, Japan's 
major electronics flrms developed state-of-the-art semiconductor memory 
capabilities. Preferential loans and targeted tax incentives for production 
also encouraged the rapid addition of manufacturing capacity. Japanese 
policies played a key role in the rapid growth of the telecommunciations 
segment of informatics. In the communications sector, till April 1985, NTT 
was Japan's domestic, common-carrier communications monopoly under the 
administrative control of the MPT. Despite the end of its monopoly over 
co1m1on-carrier communications, including data transmission, NTT continues to 
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hold a dominant pos1t1on in t:1e field and also offers data-processing 
•ime-sharing services, licenses all communications and runs five advanced 
electronics R&D and systems engineering laboratories. N11 has helped to 
develop pilot and mass production systems f,Jr manufacture of products jointly 
researched and developed. Uith the telecoanunications market clos£d to 
foreign companies. until thr 1980 United States-Japan Agreement on NTT 
Procurement, the Japanese were able to achieve a high degree of success in 
teleco111111Uni~ations technology and applications, as in steel, automobiles and 
consumer electronics. Japanese success on global llld.rkets in this field also 
rested on the ability of Japanese producers to move rapidly to volume 
production with limited risk in a fast-expanding domestic market initially 
insulated from foreign competition. ~ 

Japan's computer industry has undoubtedly achieved very impressive growth 
in the recent past. Many second-tier United States producers are reported to 
rely partly on Japanese producers to supply them with co~puter hardware 
ranging from peripherals to PCs and even to mainframes. In addition to major 
suppliers of co~puters and related equipment, such as Fujitsu, NEC, Hitachi, 
Toshiba, Oki, Mitsubishi, IBM (Japan) and NCR (Japan), Japanese corporations 
such as Matsushita, Seiko-Epsom. Sharp, Sony and Sanyo are also major 
producers of personal comp~ters and computer peripheral equipment. Japan is 
also a major global competitor in telecommunications, particularly of 
microwave transmission, fiber optics, and customer-premises equipment. 

While there has been spectacular growth in Japan of informatics products, 
the usage of informatics in the service sector has not kept pace, except witr 
respect to financial services. While informatics usage has been extended to 
tlw t>nti re service sector, ranging from transport and tourism. education, 
h1altlKarc and social services and applications in the home, growth in usage 
has been much slower than in the United States, particularly in home 
aplications and merchandizing. For example, cellular r-hones which are 
exportPd by Matsushita and NEC were installed in only )6,000 cars in Japan by 
198/, against 1.1 million car phones in the United States. Laptop computers, 
which are exported in large numbers by Toshiba, 2re used 01;ly to a limited 
extt>nt in Japan and Toshiba exports 80 per cent of its production. Personal 
computers also were used only in 20 per cent of offices by 1988. '1J However, 
facsimile machines are popular in Japan, though telecommuting has still only 
I imi ted appeal. On the other hand, informatics applications have been 
extensively applied in industrial processes and the manufacturing sector. 

In 1989. the United States for the first time became a net importer of 
computers, running a small deficit, with imports covering 30.per'cent of the 
United States' domestic market. The computer trade balance with Japan changed 
from a small surplus ten years ago to a $6 billion deficit in 1988, and 
continues to deteriorate. According to Charles H. Ferguson, the inforroation 
systems industry "is being destablized by its own technological trajectory". 
Digital techno10gy is progressing at very high speed, ushering in a new era of 
standardized, inexpensive personal systems designed and assembled from 
low-cost, mass-produced components. Companies with excellent process 
technology, capital-intens~ve components production, and flexible high-volume 
assembly are expected to dominate the hardware value chain. !QI With a few 
corporate exceptions, most United States and European manufacturers are 
presently lagging behind Japanese industry in rapid, integrated design and in 
flexible mass manufacture. 
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C. Germany 

The former Federal Republic of Germany initially pursued a policy of 
nurturing national computer production and in the first EDP programme (1967 to 
1970), the largest computer producer, Siemens, along with AEG Telefunken, 
received a large share of the funds provided by the Government through the 
Ministries of Economics and of Research and Technology for new product 
development, production, and marketing and for basic research and advanced 
development. Siemens, at the centre of this strategy, was allied with RCA in 
the 1960s. In the second EDP progr8Jlllle (1971-1975), significant changes were 
made in building up basic technological infrastructure. Besides Siemens, 
Nixdorf emerged as a major producer of minicomputers by the early 1980s. In 
recent years, Siemens has undertaken major acquisitions in the informatics 
sector, including takeover of Plessey (U.K.) in collabo~ation with General 
Electric PLC, and of Bendix Electronics and, most recently, of Nixdorf, when 
the latter ran into difficulties. Siemens is now a major producer of 
informatics products, ranging from telephone switches to magnetic resonance 
imaging equipment, and with growing sales of 1-megabit chips and computer 
memories. The Siemens-Nixdorf combination, supported by other Siemens 
acquisitions and joint ventures, is quite formidable and has given a new 
impetus to informatics applications in most service sectors in Germany. 

Informatics applications in Germany have extended to most service 
branches and extensively to industrial and production operations. Apart from 
office automation and~ variety of in~ustrial applications, informatics is 
being e~tensively utilized in financial services, healthcare and 
transportation. The use of home desk~op computers and of informatics in 
retail trade and merchandizing is, however, much less than in the United 
States. 

D. France 

In!.ormatics in France in the early 1960s was composed of 3mall, 
specialized companies serving the domestic market. Certain foreign firms, 
such as IBM, ITT and later Texas Instruments, also established French 
subsidiaries during this period. The French Government launched the Plan 
Calcul with the main objective of promoting selected 'national champions' that 
could meet international challenges. A new company, Compagnie Internationale 
de l'Informatique (Cll), was formed through the merger of two small French 
firms. In 1967, a five-year agreement between the Government and Cll was 
signed, which provided about $80 million in State aid for R&D and another 
$8.million in other assistance. The following year, the Government launched a 
similar effort to stimulate the fledgling semiconductor industry, and the 
company SESCOSEH was assured financial assistance for developing integraL~d 
circuits for computer applications. During the mid-1970s, the French 
Government permitted a joint venture of CII with Honeywell's French 
subsidiary, Honeywell-Bull (HB). Cil-HB's product range continued CII's line 
and also expanded into minicomputers and office au~omation. 

By 1978, Cil-HB, with a turnover of $900 million, had a 25 per cent share 
of the French market in mainframes. Cumulatively, Cll-HB and its parent 
companies accounted for 29 per cent of small, medium and large computers by 
number. The French performance was most impressive in software and computer 
services; with over 400 active firms and $450 million in 1978 sales. During 
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this period, IBM retained 55 per cent of the $5.2 billion domestic market in 
computers, with Burroughs, Control Data Corporation (CDC), Unhac and NCR also 
taking significant shares. In minicomputers also, the three largest French 
firms (SEMS, CII-HB, and Intertechnique) were unable to take over the 
45.per"cent market share of the four leading American imports. In 
semiconductors, the largest French producer, Thomson, ranked far behind 
Philips and Siemens among European producers, with 1980 sales of $190 
million. Although ex}Y.>rts of computers and· peripheral equipment rose 
110.per"cent in the 1976-1979 period, imports rose 80'per"cent and still 
accounted for nearly half of the domestic ma~ket. !!/ 

During the 1980s, most of the major informatics companies, namely, 
Thomson, CGE, and Saint Cobain, came under State ownership. In addition, the 
Government took controlling interest in Katra and in CII-HB, reducing 
Honeywell's holding in the latter company from 47'per'cent to 20"per'cent. 
With over 70'per'cent of the electronics industry under State control, maj<~ 
priority was accorded to this sector. Projects receiving special emphasis 
included consumer electronics, design and fabrication of large-scale 
integrated r.ircuits, and development of consumer systems related to user needs 
in education, engineering, transl~tion etc. 

The use of informatics in France has, as in other industrialized market 
economies, extended to most service sectors, particularly financial services, 
but ~lso in communications, transport, in education and healthcare, and in 
proiessional and industrial services, though to a lesser extent than in the 
United States or in Japan. 

E. United Kingdom 

The British computer industry tended to decline in the 1960s and led to 
the merger of several small firms into largP.r entities. This development 
resulted in the creation of International Computers Limited (ICL) in 1968. 
However, the local industry's market share continued to decline. The 
Government came to the industry's assistance and ICL and a government-backed 
semiconductor producer, INMOS, were major recipients of such assistance, which 
mostly went into industrial research and computer applications. ICL turned to 
Japanese suppliers for technology and its line of computers utilized 
semiconductors built by Fujitsu to !CL-supplied specifications. 

Britain's Alvey programme wa~ announced in 1982 in response to the 
announcement of the Fifth Generation of computers in 1981 by the United States 
anti Japan. The Alvey Programme was designed to support long-term and 
co1laborative basic research in four technological areas, among which are Very 
Large-Scale Integration (VLSI) and Computer-Aided Designs (CAD) during the 
period 1983-1988, with a total fund of 100 million pounds sterling. 

The United Kingdom, a traditional provider of international financial 
services, also has important domestic banking and insurance services sectors. 
Developments in informatics played a key role in the development of these and 
other service branches in the United Kingdom. Among the EC countries, only 
the United Kingdom and, to a lesser extent, Germany, Ireland and the 
Netherlands, have been able to undertake unilateral liberalization in 
airlines, banking, securities, and telecommunications. 
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The United Kingdom is an important exporter of services and supported the 
United States in discussions on services in international forums. The 
Liberalization of Trade in Services Committee (LOTIS) has been the principal 
focal point of the private sector. LOTIS was formed by the British Committee 
on Invisible Exports (now the British Invisible Exports Council) in 1982. 
Since that time, its principal aim has been to press for the removal of 
obstacles to trade in services since this •should be in the interest of the 
U.K. economy and to the net advantage of the U.K. in the long term•. Since 
many of the obstacles to trade in services are comnon to several service 
industries, the issues deserving priority attention were identified in 1982 as 
access to markets and right of establishment; the prevention of new 
restrictions in the service sector; the removal, as a first step, of 
restrictions to those services that are related to trade in goods; and 
international iniLiatives, on a priority basis, on transborder data flows. 

It may be relevant to note that in order to strengthen Europe's 
technology base in informatics, regional co-operative efforts were also 
undertaken, such as the European Strategic Programme for Research and 
Develnpment in Information Technologies (Esprit), and RACE (for Research and 
Development in Advanced Co111DUnication Technologies for Europe). The European 
Community also funds co-operative research projects in narrower 
information-related areas such as CAD and very large integrated circuits. 

F. Brazil 

Informatics in Brazil during the early 1970s grew at a very rapid pace. 
The number of computers of all categories installed in Brazil grew by 
76.per'cent between 1973 and 1974 and by 39 per cent between 1974 and 1975. 
However, the market was served almost entirely by imports from such TNCS as 
IBH, Burroughs, CIIjHoneyvell-Bull and Sperry UNIVAC. In order to prevent 
unnecessary imports and inefficient utilization of data-processing equipment 
by Brazilian government agencies, the Government created the Co-ordinating 
Commission for Data Processing Activities (CAPRE) in 1972, to co-ordinate an<l 
increase the efficient use of the informatics in the Federal Government. From 
1972 until it was dissolved in 1979, CAPRE also conducted an annual survey of 
national computer availability and periodic surveys of Brazilian computer 
resources. CAPRE's successor. the Secretariat of Informatics (Secretaria 
Especial de Informatica - SEI), continued this activity. 

The first important change in Brazil's informatics policy took place in 
1975 and involved a provision that all imports of computers, parts, 
accessories and components required the prior authorization of CAPRE, which 
created the basis for reserving the micro/mini computer market and related 
peripherals for national firms. As Claudio Frischtak points out, "CAPRE had 
three basic instruments to shape the production and sale of systems, 
peripherals and software: import controls, market reserve and government 
procurement•. !lf They allowed CAPRE (and later SEI) to attract domestic 
manufacturers into reserved market niches by slowing import authorizations 
which, in combination with government procurement, created substantial demand 
to make dome~tic production by national firms financially viable. In the 
non-reserved areas of the market, granting and withholding import licenses, in 
particular, allowed CAPRE (and SEI) to establish operational goals for 
mu1 tinational firms, including obtainia1g a positive trade balance. By 
December 1979, CAPRE issued new criteria for the manufacture of CPUs beyond 
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the m1n1computer range, ~ffectively prohibiting IBM and Burroughs from 
producing medium-sized computers in Brazil. 

Brazil recognized the strategic importance of informatics for national 
development and created the Special Secretariat of Informatics for, inter 
alia, the following functions: (a) control of imports of finished products, 
parts and compor.:nts as well as of capital equipment; (b) control of entry and 
expansion of firms into various segments of the informatics market; promoting 
the establishment of national firms in those segments characterized by 
relatively less complex technology and high growth prospects; (c) =ontrol of 
government acquisitions of informatics products and services, with preference 
given to national suppliers; (d) preferential treatment to domestic suppliers 
of numerical control equipment, programmablP controllers, systems of 
instrumentation, test equipment, etc. and (e) review and approval of 
individual applications for technology transfer contracts with foreign 
technology suppliers. 

The new Informatics I.aw of October 1984, incorporating the above 
provisions and regulations, codified the existing regulatory structure, and 
established the protective measures to be time-bound. Protection from import 
competitition was provided for a period of eight years, during which SEI would 
have a prior say on imports of informatics goods and services. 

The Brazilian market for computers and peripherals is of considerable 
size, with sales of about $1,700 million in 1984. Shipments from the national 
segment of the industry totalled $881 million in 1984; and included 1,082 
minicomputers; 61,680 home micros; 11,218 business micros; 25,857 serial 
printers; 1,114 parallel printers; 10,267 video terminals; 35,273 financial 
terminals; 1,824 cartridge disk drives; 2,348 Winchester disk drives; 20,965 
floppy disk units; 439 magnetic tape units. Large systems, on the other hand, 
were mostly produr:ed and/or import~d by TNCs, with the exception of Novadata, 
the sole national producer of mainframes. However, although Brazil is the 
largest market in Latin America, followed by Mexico and Argentina, it 
represents only 3 per cent of the United States market. 

Data presented in Table 10 shows the growth in installed computer 
capacity of different categories of machines in Brazil during 1970-1981. 
Apart from high rates of growth in the aggregate number of machines, there was 
a relative shift from the larger and more expensive systems (classes 4-6) to 
smaller and more f1 exible equipment, which has ~ontint.ed during the 1980s. 
The number of minicomputers, in particular, grew at an annual average rate of 
50.8 per cent between 1977 and 1981. The number of national firms supplying 
data-processing equipment progressed from 13 in 1975 to over 100 at the end of 
1984. Among the national firms, a joint/national private-sector enterprise, 
Cobra retained, until 1983, overall sales leadership, as can be seen from the 
data presented in Table 11. By 1980, the state-owned data-processing 
companies accounted for 72 per cent of the total market ($420 million) and 
foreign affiliates for 10 per cent. l1J 

The use of informatics in Brazil has extended to most services. Since 
Brazilian banks are important stockholders in the five largest national 
data-equipment corporations, the informatics industry has placed considerable 
emphaais on commercial data processing and the development of hardware for 
banking services . 
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Prior to 19?9, integration of telecollllll!lications and informatics was 
restricted to a few private networks established by banks, airlines and some 
data-processing fir.s. The only publicly available co11111ercial telematics 
services vere provided by teleprocessing networks ovned by a CQmputer 
manufacturer. These services vere not widely used because of their high 
degree of specialization and cost. The Ministry of Co11mUDications introduced 
the first specialized network, EKBRATEL's TRANSDATA, and took up the first 
telematic service designed to reach the general public: VIDEOTEX. 

Knowledge-based service industries have been aeong t:he most dynaaic 
sectors.in the &razilian economy in the 1980s. However, the available data on 
trade in services for selected years during 1950 to 1988 shoved no increasing 
trend during the 1980s either as a proportion of trade in goods or in relation 
to GDP. ~ At the global level, Brazil's participation in trade in nonfactor 
services remains 11arginal. In 1984, for exa11ple, Brazil vas ranked 
thirty-fourth a.ong exporters of non factor services, with a share of 0.85 per 
cenc of world imports. Nonetheless, international trade has always been 
important for Brazilian service industries such as shipping, tourism, and 
motion pictures. For others, such as engineering and construction services, 
the degree of involvement has increased significantly since the mid-1970s. 
Further.ore, several Brazilian companies are important actors on the 
international scene. In 1986, VARIG was the only developing country carrier 
to rank among the top 15 international air freight carriers, as classified by 
metric ton-kilometers logged. A few Brazilian construction fi~ms have emerged 
as leading international contractors in the early 1980s. 

A significant feature in Brazil has been that foreign direct investments 
in services have been growing at a faster pace than trade in services, as 
defined for balance-ofspayments purposes. The overall environment for FDI in 
Brazil remained favourable until the early 1980s. Service industrie$, 
however, were increasingly affected by government regulations and, by the late 
1970s, FDI in services, including reinvestments, accounted for only 19 per 
cent of the total stock of foreign capital in the Brazilian economy. The 
participation of foreign capital in financial services has increased faster 
than in most other service subsectors. 

G. Mexico 

Mexico is the second largest producer and consumer of computers in Latin 
America. In 1985, the Mexican market for computers was nearly $45'million. 
Although the country has used data processing equipment since the 1960s, and 
has produced electronic components and telecommunications equipment since the 
1970s, Mexico imported essentially all its computers until 1981. That same 
year, the Government issued a sectoral decree on the manufacture and trade of 
computers and peripherals, and the implementation of the policy began in 1983. 
w 

Since 1982, the first year of local production of computers in Mexico, 
the market for microcomputers and minicomputers has grown rapidly and local 
production of computers has increased to supplying about 30 per cent of market 
needs. In 1981, only one company was authorized to produce microcomputers, 
and by 1984, this number rose to 12. In 1984, there were about 20'companies 
authorized to produce minicomputers, including IBM, HewlettsPackard, NCR, 
Burroughs and Digital. According to Mexican Department of Commerce data, in 
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1985, 70 companies were authorized to produce computers and peripherals in 
Mexico and 100 could produce software. It is estimated that, between 1984 and 
1988, software sales increased at an average annual rate of 26 per cent, 
whereas hardware sales grew 17 per cent a year. Purchases of computer 
software in Mexico were estimated at approxiaa.tely $135 million by 1987. !.§/ 

Several Mexican firas are developing competence in software designed in 
Spanish for the Mexican and United States markets. Both markets represent 
$42.million and could be expanded rapidly by adding other Spanish-speaking 
countries. Another area in which Mexico could have a comparative advantage is 
in data processing, a field in which it could compece successfully in the 
United States market. 

Mexico exports computers to Can~da and Latin America, with the exception 
of Brazil, Argentina and Colombia, which have protected inforaatics sectors. 
The Mexican Government has forbidden the importation of finished ainis and 
micros to Mexico, thus affording Mexican producers of computers a high degree 
of protection. Although the Foreign Investment Lav forbids greater than 
49°per'cent foreign equity participation, significant exceptions have been 
made to this law. For instance, Hewlett-Packard produces its 3000.series 
minicomputer in Guadalajara as a wholly-owned subsidiary, and IBM produces 
minicomputers in Mexico on a similar basis. However, Hewlett-Packard, Apple 
and Colllllodore all adhere to the 51-49 rule for the production of 
micro..::omputers. 

There has been considerable increase in informatics usage in Mexico in 
recent years, particularly in services, such as banking and insurance, and 
transport and tourism. Numerically-controlled machine tools are also 
increasingly being utilized, though the number of such machines is 
considerably lower than in Brazil or Argentina. 

H. India 

The development of informatics and its role in services is a recent 
phenomenon in India. The Government of India established the Electronics 
Commission in 1970 to lay down policy guidelines for the entire field of 
electronics, to plan a positive and balanced growth of the electronics 
industry, and to promote self-reliance. Till then, the market for computers 
in India was dominated by two companies, IBM and ICL (U.K.), with a market 
share of 65 per cent and 25 per cent, respectively. 

In computers, the Electronics Commission decided in the early 1970s that 
the import of second-hand obsolete equipment by multinationals would be 
discontinued and that a viable programme of production of computer hardware 
and software would be initiated. As a consequence of this policy, indigenous 
computer manufacturing activities grew substantially during the 1970s. The 
State-owned Electronics Corporation of India (EC~L) started manufacturing the 
first TDC 12 (second generation computer) and then the TDC 316 (third 
generation computer with a"l6-bit word size), and subsequently, the 32-bit TDC 
332, with overall system perfor11ance comparable to an IBM 370/145. Presently, 
ECIL computers constitute one-fifth of the country's total computer population. 

By 1983, 42 companies were manufacturing computer systems including 
microprocessor-based systems. Between 1973 and 1983, the annual production of 
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computers and allied equipment increased from Rs.220 million to Rs.3,290 
million. Large systems were, and continue to be, imported mainly from the 
llnited States (Burroughs, DEC, UNIVAC, CDC). The National Centre for Software 
Dc·velopment and Computing Techniques (NCSDCT} was established in Bombay in 
1975 for catalyzing development of sophisticated software. The National 
Informatics Centre (NIC) in Delhi was established in 1979, with the main CDC 
•:.-:·~r-171 computer system. This Centre serves as a centralized facility and 
has developed methodologies for designing and implementing national 
information sytems in government and associated agencies. 

Host software is now developed indigenously, and a substantial amount is 
also exported to the United States, USSR, Western Europe, Middle East 
countries and to Australia, Nev Zealand, and Singapore. 

The Computer Maintenance Corporation (CHC) was established in 1976 as 
a'state-owned unit to undertake maintenance of all imported computer systems 
in India. Currently, CHC maintains almost 400 computer systems consisting of 
100 models and 20 makes. 

India's informatics industry h:i.s expanded substahtially during the last 
two decades. The pace of growth in office information systems, 
telecommunication technology and consumer electronics has been about 25 per 
cent per year in the early 1980s. During the Seventh Plan (1985-1990), this 
growth rate was expected to step up to 35 per cent: per year. In monetary 
terms, the production of electronics has increased from Rs.20,810 million in 
1984-1985 to Rs.92,100 million in 198~-1990. This increase in production is 
also reflected in the country's exports. Electronics exports have grown at a 
cumulative annual rate of 40 per cent during the period 1985-1990, compared to 
27.per'cent achieved during 1980-1985. Exports of software are estimated to 
have increased from Rs.300.million in 1985-1986 to Rs.1,750.million in 
1989-1990. U/ 

The production of computer systems and peripherals rose to Rs.7,000 
million in 1989 from that of Rs.4,360 million in 1988. At present, there are 
81 units manufacturing computers and minicomputers and microprocessor-based 
systems in the country. The wide manufacturing base consists of micro, mini, 
supermini, and mainframecomputer sy~tems including engineering workstations. 
Technology has also been developed for an operation and maintenance centre for 
the E 10 B exchange, small-sized PA5X and telephone instruments. The data 
communication industry is posed for rapid growth as non-voice communication 
usage has shown steady progress over the last few years. Various network 
efforts (NICNET, INDONET, ERNET) and others have been spreading their 
applications, ranging from database access, HIS and electronic mail to 
distributed information management. As many as 400'organizations are 
presently engaged in software activities including 150'software exporters. 
Three software technology parks are being set up to cater to the requirements 
of software development units for 100 per cent exports. ~ 

Trends in serv·.ces in the Indian economy, however, indicate that 
applications of infJrmatics have tended to be slow. In the nationalized 
banking and insu1 a·.1ce subsectors, only limited efforts were made to extend 
informatics to im~rove services offered by the nationalized banks and the Life 
Insurance Corporation of India. The issue of liberalization of trade in 
s~rvices in a an.1ltilateral framework such as CATT is also viewed with caution, 
and even concern, by policy-makers in India. 
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i . R,•publ i c of Korea 

fh:rinr. ttw 1980s. ttw Republic of Korea achieved very rapid developments 
ir: !ht· i11!1ir·matics St:C'tor. Tht.' cevelopmt:nt of 64K DRAMS by Samsung 
St•mkond1wt or and Telecommunications. a subsidiary of one of Korea's four 
m,1jor <~oni;l mnt'rat •'s. 10as achic,:ed indigt:nously with the only exception of the 
mask design provided by Micron Technology. Inc. of the United States. 
Samsung. which also developec! 256K DRAMs for the first time in Korea, started 
to market the chips in Hay 1985. The other three conglomerates in Korea 
(Hyundai. Goldstar. Daewoo) are equally poised to develop and market 16K 
SRA.Ms, electronically erasable programmable memory (EEPROK) chips, 
microprocessors, and other memory chips. Data presented in Table.12 shows the 
trt:nds and develJpments in informatics in the Republic of Korea. 

Inform.atics in the Republic of Korea is a relatively new development. 
Hardware e>arl ier used were large-frame computers used primarily for 
statistical compilation by non-private organizations. It was only in the late 
lq70s that private business began to utilize medium- and small-frame 
computers. which we>re imported. From a total of only $200,000 worth of 
compute>r hardware in 1979, the industry experienced explosive growth in the 
prod11<:tion and export of both computers and peripherals and, by 1984, total 
nut put rose· to $1,28 mill ion, as shown in Table 12. Exports which began only 
i11 J<"l80 ""ith $6 million increased to $285 million in 1984. Total output of 
comp11tc1·s and p<>ripherals increased at an annual rate of 363.6 per cent during 
th• f i .,,-.-- •:,-ars bet wcPn 1980 and 1981,. l2!. Another indication of the growing 
imponane< of ciom<>stic production of informatics in the Republic of Korea is 
ti1• fact rhat chJmt':>tic sales have bN'n growing much faster than imports and 
dnmt !;tic out put has incr<>asinr,Iv to rneC't the> fast-growing domestic informatics 
rn.1 rf'.• t . 

Th• h1·oad d(·vdopment plan fo1· informatics devc-lopmenr has been supported 
1i,- s1l('cial lq~islation coverinr, the elf·ctronics industry. The Electronics 
l11ci11st ry Promotion Law, first cnacted in 1969, was revised in 1981. The 
if'1;islat ion provided the basis for government assistance by creating a 
promotion fund. creation of industrial estates, and for the C'stablishment of 
th< ElC'ctronics Industries Association of Korea (EIAK) to stimulate domC'st ic 
prciduct io11 ;rnd promote exports_ Korea has actively promoted foreign dire>ct 
invl'stment by providing special tax and other incentives. Under the 
"Rq-,ulation!; Conc<'rning the Imports and Utilization of Computers" issue:i 011 }I, 

Mav 1987. various specific government regulations protecting the domestic 
I'' r~;o1nl compulf·r industry came into <>ffcct from August 1983. These 
l"<'f,t1latiow; so1.y,ht to promote the indir,enization of minicomputers, 
mi ··rocompllt C'L> and personal computers as wcl l as such peripherals as magtu·t i c 
disks and ta1J<>s (including floppy disks), terminals and printers. 

The m·ed for foreign capital and technology in informatics was recognizf'd 
in th(' RC'public of Korea and a number of electronic firms are either fon>ign 
affiliates or joint vcnture>s, though non-affiliate licensing is becoming mor<> 
popular in recC'nt years. Government policies that have been crucial for the 
rapid d<>v1.dopment of inforrnatics include the five year economic plans, tradC' 
harrif'rs, subsidies. special tax concessions, substantial R&D expenditurf', 
1·d11cat ional and manpowf'r policies, and foreign capital and technology 
indurf'm<>nt policies. In the Fifth Five-Year Plan (1982-1986), the clcctronirs 
i nd!lst ry was dt>si r,nat ('d as on(' of th<' country's ten major strategic 
ind11stri('s, with the principal tary,ets being to increase value-added and ttw 
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international competitiveness of home electronic appliances; developing and 
achieving self-sufficiency in the production of industrial electronic 
equipment, and domestic developmE:nt of the princi~l electronics parts. Tltese 
goals were translated specifically into promotion of production of such 
electronics products as computers and terminals and other peripherals, wire 
collllUllication equipment and electronic measuring instruments, VCR.s, audio 
equipment, and colour TVs in consumer electronics; and semiconductors, 
speakers, lead frames, switches and connectors, and other components, 
mechanisms, cartridges, etc. 

Together with extraordinary growth in production and exports of 
informatics products, there has been considerable increase in informatics 
usage in the service sector. particularly financial services and 
tra~sportation and in industrial and office automation in the Republic of 
Korr,a. 

J. Philippines 

There has been considerable growth of the informatics sector in the 
Philippines and computers and telecommunications are well-developed branches 
and extensively utilized. The importance of the service sector in the 
Philippines can be judged by the fact that the share of services in GDP in 
1960 was 46 per cent. However, by 1986, the share of services in GDP 
apparently declined to 42 per cent, although the service sector is still the 
dominant sector, compared with 26 per cent share of agriculture and 25 per 
cent share of manufacturing and 7 per cent share of other industries including 
mining. utilities and construction. 1Qj Another study of the service sector 
in the ASEAN (Association of South-East Asian Nations) region found that 
wholesale and retail trade, rest~urants and hotels were the major service 
activities in the Philippines (with a share of 15 per cent of GDP in 1975, 
rising to 19.4 per cent of GDP in 1984), followed by finance, real estate and 
business services (with a share of 9.2 per cent of GDP in 1975 and 8.5 per 
cent of GDP in 19S4). Transport and com11Unication services accounted for a 
share of 4.L per cent of GDP ~n 1975 and 6.2 per cent of GDP in 1984. 
According to available data from national sources, the service sector in the 
Philippines accounted for 27.4 per cent of the FDI during the period 
1971-1985. £!! The major share of foreign direct investments in this sector 
(64.S per cent) was accounted for by the financial and business services. 
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Table 6. 

Information Technology Capiw as a Share of Each lndusuy·s 
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Year Japu 

1914 1 500 
1971 3 000 
1910 5 500 
1911 • 500 
1912 u 000 
1913 30 000 
1914 H 000 
1915 15 000 
1911 90 000 

- Jb 

Table 7. 

U1e of 1Ddu1trial robot1. 1974-1916 

Total 

100 
z 000 
4 000 

' 000 
9 000 

u 700 
20 500 
30 000 
40 000 •' 

Europe 

Federal lepublic 
of Germuy 

1 255 
2 300 
3 500 
4 100 

' 100 

• 100 
12 400 

United States 

4 500 

' 000 
7 000 
8 000 

13 000 
20 000 
26 000 

Sgyrcez leproctuced from D. 11-bel "IDfo1Wation tecbDoloqy in O!CD countries ... 
OICP l41grur (October 1917). 

Al IacludlDCJ l.000 robot• iaatalled ia la•t•ra Europe. 
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Table 8. United States international sales and purchases of services, 
1987 

(Millions of U.S. dollars} 

Services trade 

With una'filiated foreigners 
Passenger fares 
Other tansport 

Freight 
Port services 
Other 

Insurance 
Primary insurance, net 
Rein!"urance, net 

Travel 
Royalties and license fees 
Business, professional, and technical 

services 
Accounting, auditing, and bookkeeping 
Advertising 
Computer and data processing 
Database and other information services 
Engineering, architectural, construction, 

and mining, net 
Installation, maintenance and repair 

of equipment 
Legal services 
Management, consulting, and 

public relations 
Medical services 
Research and development, commercial 

testing and laboratory services 
Other 

Telecommunications 
Financial services 
Education 
Film r~ntals 

With affiliated foreigners 
With foreign parents 

Royalties and license fees 
Other services 

With foreign affilaites 
Royalti~'c; and license fees 
Other services 

Total 

Sales 

66,482 
6,882 

16,989 
4,700 

11,575 
714 

2,285 
1,596 

689 
23,505 
2,171 

4,270 
27 

108 
629 
138 

936 

1,023 
148 

379 
516 

182 
184 

2,105 
3,731 
3,804 

740 

14,988 
2,923 

240 
2,683 

12,065 
7,049 
5,016 

81,470 

Purchases 

66,256 
7,423 

18,164 
10,999 

6,360 
805 

3,168 
552 

2,616 
29,215 

522 

1,425 
37 

140 
61 
28 

368 

506 
56 

so 
n.a. 

127 
52 

3,701 
2,077 

513 
48 

6,210 
3,150 
1,083 
2,067 
3,060 

150 
2,910 

72,466 

Source: The Uruguay Round: Services in the World Economy, edited by 
Patrick A. Messerlin and Karl P. Sauvant, The World Bank and UNCTC, Washington 
and New York, 1990. 
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Table 9. 

The world's bigqest chipm&Jters I 1987 

(in aill.i.on dollars) • 

' Seaiconductor Tot.al 

CC!!f!D7 .. 1 •• Al•• 4 

' 
l. MIC 3,240 19,665 

2. IBJI 3,100 54,217 

3. 'l'a•biha 2,980 26,027 

4. Bitac:IU 2,560 34,919 

- 5. Motorola 2,380 6,707 

6. T9xa• In9trument• 2,150 5,595 

7. llational semiconductor• l,725 l,866 

8. PbiliP9 1,550 26,021 

9. P\1j1UU l,450 14,965 

10. Matauahit.a 1,435 34,051 

ll. Intel l,350 l,907 

12. llitnbi•hi l,185 15,543 

13. Sharp 1,065 8,314 

14. ~'r&T l,000 33,598 

15. MD 997 997 
\ 

~ 

··' 
\' 

so.&rce1 ft>rtun• • .nine 20, 1988. 
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Table 10. 

Growth nt•• of nllllbeu of CCllPUt•r• inetalled, by cl•••· 
1973-lHO 

(Brazil) 
(Pel'C9ntage) 

!ilowtb rate 
Ten ClaH l Clau 2 Cla•• l Other cl••••• Aver•9• 

. - 1973/7' 151 ]JI 22 2l 

197'/75 u 114 3' 17 

lt75/7i '' 53 26 • 
197'/77 2l 34 -1 9 

1977/71 12 14 ' ll 

lt71/79 12 55 I 11 

1979/10 -17 6l 13 ll 

IDurcea •o.putac1«•• - aolu;ao do •rque IutalMo no pedodo 
1970-lHO•. lpecial leeretarlat of Inforutice, loletia Infomatt.o, llO. 5 
(Aufuet/llptember/OCtober ltllJ, p. 12. 
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Table 11. 

GroH Sal•• of the Larpet •ttooal Pins 
1979-13 (laaltiq aad Proportionate SharH) 
(Brazil) 

lank Pira 1979 1910 1981 1912 1913 

1 Coltra SI.I 30.4 27.7 ZZ.3 16.6 
2 Sid 16.1 13.l 6.3 7.3 12.1 
3 Lalto 3.1 10.1 1.3 1.4 6.1 
4 Pro1o11ca 1.1 1.6 l.t 6.0 6.5 
5 Dt11nde 1.5 4.3 4.4 
6 Ste co 0.5 3.9 4.t 4.2 4.2 
1 lt•t•c 1.2 0.4 4.1 
I Scopa 4.2 5.2 5.4 5.0 4.0 
9 lleltra lllformatlca 0.4 3.0 5.1 7.1 3.9 

10 lacs.me 3.2 3.3 3.2 

Source: Sil, Paaor- •• i.-ecrla lacloael (l 914), p. 23. 
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SECTION III 

TRENDS IN DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF 
INFORMATICS IN MAJOR SER.VICE SUBSECTORS 

A- Developments in computers and telecolllllUilications 

__ ,,__ 
J -

Any comparative assessment of trends and experience in informatics 
applications in service subsectors and in different countries must necessarily 
be viewed in the context of development of computers and colmllllilications, 
particularly telecomlll.IIlications, in various country situations. Innovative 
processing and transaission facilities constitute the two critical eleaents in 
informatics development and application. The infot"IDatics sector comprises a 
wide range of technologies, processes and products, extending from hardware, 
components, software and systems to a wide range of technological applications 
in the service sector. The miniaturization of electronic components and 
applications of digital technologies has resulted in substantial price 
reductions for products such as microcomputers, peripherals and other hardware 
and enabled extensive usage in various services. The convergence in 
developments and applications between computers and teleco11111Unications has 
resulted in integration in these two fields and, in place of a high degree of 
segmentation about 15 years earlier, there are now powerful microcircuits, 
which serve as systems in themselves, together with specific operational 
systems, such as private-branch switching_ 

At the same time, it must be emphasized that informatics applications in 
several services can be extended to a substantial extent, without a high 
degree of local technological development in computers or telecommunications 
equipment. The basic hardware has, of course, to be acquireo and must be 
capable of efficient utilization but the software and systems can, and are 
being, acquired or developed in a number of countries_ 

Perhaps no other branch of electronics has grown so rapidly in recent 
years as computers. The volume of information shared and retrieved is now so 
large that information systems have become indispensable. Apart from the 
hardware cJmprising the central processing unit (CPU) and peripherals, 
software packages have become of vital importance to extending and expanding 
the application of computers in a wide variety of situations, including in 
most service subsectors and for a variety of functions and operations, ranging 
from simple reservations for hotels or airlines to complex computations in 
financial and other services. 

Computers are generally categorized under mainframe computers (including 
supercomputers), minicomputers and microcomputers. Microcomputers constitute 
the fastest growth area in computers and the demand for microcomputers is 
expected to exceed $2~ billion by 1989-1990, with the market for minicomputers 
being around $28 billion. Storage capabilities are being raised to 100 
million bits per square inch, using tiny magnetic devices called Josephson 
junctions. The micro field is dominated by personal computers using 8 and 16 
bits, together with small business computers with more bits and storage 
ca pa bi li ty. 
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J'lle production of mainframe computers and supercomputers and related 
systems remains largely confined to major corporations in the United States, 
such as IBM with respect to mainframe computers, Japan where integrated 
manufacturers such as Fujitsu and Hitachi have expanded their share in global 
markets, and in Western Europe, where Siemens is playing an increasingly 
important role_ With nearly 50 per cent of the global market, IBM continues, 
however, to be the aajor manufacturer of mainframes. With respect to 
minicomputers, sev~ral manufacturers have eJaerged, particularly in the United 
States and Japan_ It is, however, in aicrocomput:ers that growth cf production 
and usage has been the most explosive and is likely to continue to be so, 
during the 1990s. While steady growth of the mainframe market is likely in 
the United States, Japan and Western Euro~~ for perforv..ance of complex 
computing functions, the pace of growth of ai1.i- and microcomputers is 
expected to be lllllch greater, particularly for various services where coaput:er 
applications are being rapidly ext:end,!d to factories, retail aerchandizing and 
households_ In the United States, about 28 ailion workers have personal 
coaput:ers on their desks, while another 8.2 aillion personal c09p1t:ers (PCs) 
are used in schoolrOOllS. As against 24 per cent of the 93 million households 
in the United States which have COllpUt:ers, the percentage of households owning 
home computers is still on!.y 3 per cent in industrialized West European 
countries. y 

There has been considerable growth in computer usage in a number of 
developing countries, together with production facilities for micro and 
minicomputers in some of these countries. The experiences and trends in 
certain developing countries have been discussed in the previous section. A 
broad classification can be made of developing countries in terms of usage and 
application of computers and development of computer production and 
technological capability. The first group comprises certain countries in 
SouthsEast Asia, in particular the Republic of Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore and 
the Taiwan Province of China and, to a lesser extent, Malaysia, the 
Philippines and Thailaad. These countries, which have had considerable 
initial inflow of foreign direct investment and technology, mainly in offshore 
electronics assembly and production of compon~nts, have developed 
considerable capability in usage and production of computers and related 
systems. The Rep-~blic of Korea and the Taiwan Province of China have, in 
particular, emerged as major exporters of microcomputers, peripheral equipment 
and components. The second group comprises some of the larger developing 
countries, including Argentina, Brazil, China, India, and Mexico, in which 
there has also been considerable increase in usage of computers and other 
electronic equipment and varying levels of growth in indigenous electronics 
production. Among these countries, the development of micro-electronics and 
informatics has been the highest in Brazil. In some countries, particularly 
India, special emphasis has been given to software development, especially for 
exports. Local production has been established in these countries for 
assembly of personal coaputers and peripheral equipment: and for aanufacture of 
various components. The overall pace of development: in computer production 
and applications has, however, been relatively slow, except in Brazil. The 
third group comprises several aiddlessize dev~loping countries in Latin 
Allerica, Asia and North Africa, including oil-producing countries. The level 
of technological develope11nt differs from colDltry to country, but there has 
been raptd increase in usage of compr1ters. The fourth group comprises a large 
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number of developing countries, including several African countries and island 
economies. ir. which there has been relatively little development of computer 
production, though usage has increased in recent years. 

The above classification is. by its nature, only indicative. The range 
and extent of new applications has undouhtedly become fairly broad, though 
very far behind the usage in industrialized market economies. Apart from 
increased computer usage in offices, informatics is increasingly being 
utilized in finance, banking and financial operations, tourism. etc. and, to 
some extent, in factory management and in design and manufacture of garments, 
footwear and some other industrial products. At the same time, it must be 
stressed that, with the exception of certain countries in South-East Asia, and 
some of the large developing countries, the growth of local production and 
technological capability in computer applications among developing countries 
is still fairly limited and there have been major resource and other 
constraints in usage and in development of local production of computers and 
related systems. 

Commmications 

Communications includes both telecommunications and other facilities for 
two-w3y communications, including telephone, facsimile, telex, mobile radio, 
paging systems, etc., as well as broadcasting of both sound and video. Closed 
circuit and cable television systems are also expanding coverage of their 
services just as new techniques such as citizen band radio, cellular and 
mobile communications facilities and local area networks are being rapidly 
expanded and are increasing the capabilities of communications systems. 1f 
Fibre optics. which provides a new means of transmission, and wide ba~k 
communications are increasingly being used to carry simultaneous single-voice 
circuits. Satellite communications technology has also developed into a 
powerful medium with considerable potential for flexibility, processing, 
switching and growth. Sy the mid-l980s, Intelsat IV was able to provide 
25,000 circuits at a cost of $5,000 per'year"per ci~cuit and the system 
included 12 satellites and 300 earth satellites in 125.countries. In 
addition, many countries, such as Canada, India, Indonesia, Japan, the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States and others, operate 
domestic satellite systems for co11111t1nications and TV services. 

New developments in communication capability such as videotex, electronic 
mart, teleconferencing and CATV (Community Antenna (Cable) Television) are 
leading to automated offices and increased home-office facilities in the 
United States, as also in Japan and industrialized market economies in Western 
Europe, where a great deal of information can be generated, processed and used 
for business operations and for recreation. Electronic publishing and video 
data are being rapidly extended in place of the conventional media of books, 
journals and newspapers, with customers obtaining information on demand from 
central data sources. Viewdata public service is now available in several 
in~ustrial economies, while agricultural information sytems have been widely 
extended in the United States and several other countries. While transmission 
equipment required for these services is fairly complex, auxiliary equipment 
and components can be assembled and made locally. 

The extension of new communication facilities has been most rapid in the 
United States, together with Japan and several industrialized Western European 
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economies. At the same time, glGbal telecommunication facilities have been 
greatly expanded, with new technological systems and applications, including 
satellites and increased use of fibre optics. These facilities have been 
extended in several developing countri~s; international communication 
facilities from metropolitan 4reas in many of these countries are becoming 
comparable to those in industrialized economies Problems of maintenance and 
increased technological absorption regarding the facilities that have been 
installed may, however, pose some difficulty and may take considerable time to 
solve, together with production capability for manufacture of the 
sophisticated hardware and development of new systems that are emerging in 
this field. 

It is estimated that global production of informatics technology systems 
cJvering computers and telecommunications, besides systems and software, will 
increase to $1.197 billion by 1995, This may be seen from Table'lJ. 

B. Financial services 

Finance and ban.\ing services cover a wide range of financial activities, 
ranging from retail banking, corporate financial services, securities-related 
services, underwriting operations and inter-bank services to international 
financial services, including import and export financing, foreign exchange 
trading and various other international operations. In the last two decades, 
there has been rapid evolution in these services, and informatics applications 
have contributed significantly in such developments. In industrialized 
countries, particularly the United States, the extension of financial services 
has included innovations such as securitization and the growth of financial 
intermediaries outside the banking system, and deregulation of national 
financial markets leading to new entrants and expansion of activities of 
financial institution. This has resulted in mixed benefits and difficulties. 
In the United States, where commercial banking has total assets of $3.2 
trillion, nearly 8 per cent of the nation's 12,588 banks aLe characterized, 
since 1987. as problem banks. A combination of factors, including the 
declining value of high risk 'junk' bonds utilized in corporate mergers and 
leveraged buyouts and of third-world debts, together with the collapse of the 
United States rEal estate market during 1988-1990, may pose serious 
difficulties for a number of banks in the early 1990s. Japanese banks are 
now, by far, the most dominant, with 14 Japanese banks, led by Dai-chi Kangyo, 
being among the largest 20 banks in the world. Several Euro?ean banks have 
expanded considerably, particularly Germany's Deutsche Bank and through 
merger, the Allgemeine Bankj\lederland and the Amsterdam-Rotterdam bank in the 
Netherlands. 

Banking operations and financial services have become, and are 
increasingly becoming, highly globalized, with enormous growth in 
international financial transactions during the 1980s, which are likely to 
further expand after 19~2. particularly in the European Community. The extent 
of such activities during 1982-1988 may be seen from Table 14. At the same 
time, such services are strongly influenced by the regulatory environment, 
public policy and other aspects of national economic policies. 

Informatics has played a Gajor role in facilitating banking and financial 
transactions. Extending from the use of computers by bank tellers and 
automatic machine banking facilities in most industrialized countries to 
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instantaneous provision of informatiou on currency movements and transactions 
and simultaneous transfer of funds across national and intercontinental 
boundaries, new informatics applications have transformed banking and 
financial operations and techniques. 

Electronic banking, for example, is becoming widespread and includes 
banking from free-standing automated teller machines (ATKs) abroad. Their 
nWllber worldwide was estimated at 103,000 in 1984. In principle, various 
local and national ATM systems can be linked relatively easily through 
co-operative agreements of various banks, thus permitting international 
electronic funds transfer (EFT) on a routine basis. The banking services that 
can be provided via ATKs, either locally, nationally or via transnational 
computer-communication networks, now amount to a full b1anch service. They 
include bill payments, cash and cheque deposits, travellers cheque dispensing, 
money transfers, cheque book or statement ordering, fast-cash dispensing, 
immediate statements and branch inquiries. Increasingly, such services as 
lending to firms, consumer finance, mortgage lending, securities underwriting, 
currency bond trading, foreign-exchange services, brokering, custody services, 
cash letters, and fWld collection and disbursal services are becc>t1ing 
available electronically. 

The number of ATKs in the United States alone increased from 4,000'in 
1975 to 43,300 in 1983, handling about ]'billion transactions, worth 
approximately $260 billion in 1983, and to 4 billion transactioqs in 1984. 
The ATKs in the United States are organized in 8 national and over 200 
regional systems. The number of ATKs installed by the national systems 
increased from 23,090 in December 1984 to 34,000 in August 1985, an increase 
of 45 per cent over an eight-month period. The growth in automated teller 
networks in the United States -.ay be seen from Table 15. In other 
industrialized market countri~s also, ATM networks have reached a high level 
of penetration. In one development in this field, banks from 17 countries in 
Western Euorpe decided in January 1985 to link their payment systems in order 
to permit customers to use a single credit card to obtain cash from bank 
machines virtually anywhere in Western Europe. Since then, post office banks 
from six Western European countries and from Japan agreed to link their cash 
machines. The network will accept •smart cards•, a new generation of plastic 
cards containing a small microchip which enables more complex transactions 
than possible with magnetic-strip cards. Both networks may also become the 
basis for an international cashless shopping system; this would allow shoppers 
to pay with their credit cards at points of sale (POS); such as in 
supermarkets, with the amount being instantaneously debited to the person's 
home account. 

The spread of personal computers further strengthens the above trend. 
Although home banking has progressed slower than originally predicted, it 
already plays an important role in France, Hong Kong and Sweden, as may be 
seen from Table 16. 

Developments in the application of informatics have also played a 
significant role with respect to cash management services. With high interest 
rates, fluctuating exchange rates and narrow profit margins, cash management 
has become a crucial corporate function and many corporations have 
strengthened their capacities in this respect. Banks can utilize their 
computer-coaaunication networks and software for cash management to service 
the corporation. and thus relieve corporations of a major responsibility. 
United States banks have been leading in the provision of cash-management 
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services. After developing these for the domestic market, they began, in the 
late 1970s. to export them to Western Europe. European banks also developed 
their own cash-management services and tend to rely on commercial 
transnational value-added networks and timesharing bureaux, such as GEISCO, 
ADP. and UNINET. 

In the development of credit and charge card services, inf~rmatics has 
played a significant part. With greater na,tional mobility of card holders, 
there is growing demand to use a card issued in one country to make 
transactions in other countries. A growing number of persons also wish to 
utilize credit and charge cards, together with a widening range of 
establishments which accept them. Competition in the provision of credit and 
charge card services involves increasing the number of both customers and 
receptive ~stablishments, encouraging greater use of the cards, and reducing 
the delay between the use of a card and payment. Informatics has played a key 
role in providing credit and charge card services with high-speed procedures 
for transmitting transaction information and for card verification and 
authorization procedures which minimize risk of fraud. 

The application of informatics to banking and financial services in 
developing countries has extended to the use of computers and databases in 
several countries and the use of ATHs in some of these countries. Banking 
technolrygy in relation to usage of informatics can, and is being, extended by 
central and commercial banks in a number of developing countries. The 
extension of facilities such as ATHs will of course be more gradual and will 
have to be related to consumer demand and requirements. The extension of 
credit cards, which has been greatly facilitated by developments in 
informatics. as well as other financial services, is likely to be introduced 
gr3dually among certain sections of the community in these countries, as is 
alrea •. y being done in certain developing countries. As for securities 
databases containing instantaneous price quotations for stocks and bonds and 
financial databases, these can be accessed by institutions in developing 
countries. Such databases include International Finance ~tatistics, World 
Bank Debt Tables, Exchange Database, and several United States databases, as 
also from Japan and West European countries. The technological aspects of 
extension of informatics usage in banking and financial services in these 
countries cann0t, however, be viewed as being of great complexity, which 
would pose serious difficulties for local banking institutions in developing 
countries. The technical processes involved are relatively simple and 
straightforward and can be undertaken in most developing countri·s once 
computer usage has become relatively commonplace and provided there is 
adequate demand for services which are ~onsidered necessary in industrialized 
economies. 

The broader policy issue relating to financial and banking services is 
whether the rules of entry for foreign banks should be liberalized in 
developing countries. Existing protectionism in many of these countries takes 
the form either of exchange restrictions or restrictions on the establishment 
of foreign banking affiliates, including discriminating barriers to entry and 
discriminatory operating constraints. The issue of free trade in financial 
and banking services is fairly complex and raises major policy issues. 
Foreip,n banks are already operating in several developing countries at 
present, as may be seen from the Table 17. 
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Whether there should be increased liberalization or free trade in banking 
and financial services is beyond the scope of this study. The technological 
aspects of extension of informatics to this subsector do not ~ppEar, however, 
to pose any serious difficulty to banking and financial institutions in these 
countries. 

Insurance 

In the case of insurance and reinsurance, there is transfer of risk and 
insecurity from losses because of particular events. Business insurance can 
improve the efficiency and competitiveness of the industrial sector. Other 
forms of insurance c~n similarly provide greater security against losses due 
to events such as death. accident or sickness. 

The size of national insurance markets, measured by premium expenditure 
as a percentage of GDP, ranges from less than 1 per cent in many developing 
countries to more than J per cent in some ieading industrial economies. 
National insurance markets differ widely in their structures and competitive 
behaviour. State-ownPd insurance monopolies have existed in most 
centrally-planned economies and continue in a large number of developing 
countries. Many developing countries, after gaining political independence, 
have excluded foreign and foreign-owned companies from their domestic markets 
or permit only locally incorporated subsidiaries with substantial local 
shareholdings. By contrast, insurance markets in most industrialized 
eccnomies rontain a large number of domestic and foreign co3panies. In most 
countries, however, a relatively small number of insurers dominate t11e main 
classes of business. A nU111ber of countries, including industrialized 
economies such as France, Italy and the United States, prohibit residents from 
placing any insurance abroad with non-admitted insurers (that is, insurers not 
licensed to write insurance business within that country) or allow them to do 
so only if insurance cannot be purchased locally. Several countries insist on 
compulsory insurance to be purchased only from locally authorized insurers. 
In addition, more than 20 developing countries require imports, and in some 
cases exports, to be locally insured. In some cases, the exclusive right to 
place reinsurance is retained by a state-owned reinsurance organization . 

As in the case of banking services, informatics is extensively utilized 
in the insurance subsector also, particularly with respect to product designs, 
risk evaluation, marketing and management. At the same time, informatics 
usage through computers and rapid transmission of information can also be 
extended by national insurance companies in developing countries, once the 
basic hardware is in position and there is need for such techniques. 

The contrast between industrialized market economies and selected 
developing countries with respect to insurance density and penetration may be 
seen from Table 18. Total world insurance business by region may be seen from 
Table 19. 

State-owned insurance mc:mopolies exist in the centrallysplanned 
economies, where rules of entry for foreign companies are being liberalized, 
and in 38 developing countries. '.!J It can be argued that the presence and 
participation of foreign insurance companies could significantly expand terms 
and conditions of insur~nce of various foras. Liberalization of entry should 
include transparency, equality of opportunity, national treatment and market 
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access. This does not, however, prevail even in ~everal industrialized 
countries. Whether such liberalization should be extended by developing 
countries is a national policy issue, which would need to be assessed and 
determined in the context of particular country situations. 

C. Developments in transportation services 

Developments in transportation have to be considered under the three 
categories of land, sea and air transport. Technological innovations in these 
fields include developments in high-speed railways and long-haul road 
transportation, and transfer of goods by sea and air transportation. 

In industrialized West European countries and in Japan, a well-de•eloped 
and intricate system of rail transport has been combined with major 
computerized applications in signalling and operations. Technological 
innovations introduced in Japan, France, Germany, the United Kingdom and other 
industrialized European countries also include high-speed transportation of 
both passengers and goods. This has been combined with an extensive network 
of roads and long-haul transport of goods by privately-operated trucking 
operations where informatics and digitized innovations are also being 
extended. Host such transportation, except among European countries, is 
internal to the country, with sea an1 air transport largely accounting for 
international transport transactions. In the United States, most internal 
transportation is through long-haulage trucks, often operating over long 
distances and through various States. Rail transportation is largely on the 
Eastern seaboard and between major urban centres in the United States, apart 
from coast-to-coast transportation. 

The transportation sector in developing countries varies considerably. 
In certain countries, such as India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and in South-East 
Asian countries, as also in several African countries such as Kenya and 
Nigeria, rail transportation is fairly well-developed and the largest 
proportion, by far, of passengers < , goods is transported by rail. Rail 
services are obviously not as well-developed as in West Europe and Japan in 
terms of track standards or of high-speed rail transport, but are generally 
adequate to meet local requirements and are available at fairly reasonable 
cost. In several Latin American and some African countries, as also in West 
Asia, rail transport is available only to a limited extent and long-distance 
road transport is more popular. In the case of most developing countries, 
except those that are land-locked sea transportation ij the common form of 
transport for imports and exports of goods. Technological innovations, such 
as containerized transport, have been exte'lded to most countries and are 
commonly utilized. The extent of world seaborne trade by country groups in 
1970 and 1987 is given in Table 20. 

There may be some difficulty in interpretation of data relating to 
i11ternational transport transactions. lf Since freight charges are generally 
paid by importers, net payments for imports are tu foreign carriers while net 
revenue from exports are from exporters, as transactions between local 
imForters and exporters and local carriers are between residents of the same 
country. The mode of delivery may not, however, be very clear and the 
nationality of operators of vessels or airlines may have to be determined. 
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International negotiations relating to maritime transport have continued 
for several years. Despite the adoption of a United Nations Code for Liner 
C~nferences in 1974, complaints about discriminatory freight rates and cargo 
reservations continue to persist. Various issues relating to rights to 
establishment, dealing with state monopolies, national treatment and 
transparency with respect to tax subsidies and other measures are under 
consideration in the Uruguay Round negotiations. §/ 

.. 

In recent years, air transport has assumed increased importance, not only 
with respect to international passenger traffic but for transport of 
manufactured goods. Exports of electronic hardware, and components in 
particular, between-South East Asian countries and the United States, Japan 
and West Europe are largely transported by air. Passenger traffic by air has 
also increased enormously in recent years and the number of passengers flown 
in 1987 range to over 118'million by Aeroflot, nearly 57 million by Delta, 55 
million by American, over 19'million by British Airways, nearly 15 million by 
PAN-AK and over 10 million by several United States, Japanese and European 
airlines. ij 

D. Trends and developments ir. international tourism 

Tourism constitutes one of the fast-growing service sectors, having major 
impact on the balance of payments of a large number of tourist-receiving 
countries, both industrialized and developing economies. 

According to the definition of the World Tourism Organization (WTO), 
international tourism receipts cover the receipts of a country resulting from 
consumption expenditures, that is, payments made by international visitors :or 
goods and services for their own use or to give away but which exclude 
international fare receipts. In 1987, international tourism receipts amounted 
to $ 159 billion or one-quarter of total trade in services. ~ Travel and 
~ourism (including related transportation) can account for substantial 
portions of private service exports of a country. Keeping in mind that 
private service exports are not measured accurately given the deficiencies in 
the data, the following figures may be considered as orders of magnitude. In 
1987, according to the IMF, th~ figures for France, the United Kingdom, the 
United States, India ~nd the Republic of Korea were between 22 per cent and 27 
per cent. For other countries, both industrialized and developing, the 
figures may be considerably higher, such as 35 per cent for Argentina, 
46 per cent for Canada, 52 per cent for Thailand, 67 per cent for Jamaica and 
69 per cent for Spain. According to WTO, the industrialized countries account 
for 66 per cent of tourist arrivals and 72 per cent of receipts and provide 
the base for the large majority of international tourism enterprises. 
However, a number of developing countries are also significant participants in 
international trade in tourism, particularly Mexico, Thailand, Hongkong and 
Singapore, which are placed among the top 20 revenue earners in 1987 . .21 In 
all these countries, the application of new information technologies has 
contributed to and facilitated the growth of tourist services. 

The implications and magnitude of tourism can be assessed from the 
increased receipts from tourts ... during the 1980s, which rose from $104 .4 
billion in 1984 to $195 billion by 1988. !QI The growth trend may be seen 
from T$1.ble 21 . 
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The projected growth of tourism up to 1997 may be seen from the Table 22, 
which indicates a rise in world tourism receipts to $334-billion by.1997. 

Host international tourism, nearly 83 per cent, takes place between 
industrialized market economies, as may be seen from Table 23. 

It will be clear, from the above, that the potential for international 
tourism development is very substantial and can have far-reaching implications 
for individual economies. The principal elements in tourism-related services 
can be broadly categorized under hotel and restaurant services; land, water 
and air transport; auxiliary transport services, such as tour operators; 
communications; financial services, including insurance; business services; 
recreational. cultural and sporting facilities, and adainistrative services of 
the government concerned. Computerized and co11111UI1ications facilities play a 
vital role in most of these functions. 

Hotels and restaurants for various categories of tourists are fairly 
plentiful in industrialized market economies. The operations of international 
and national hotel chains mainly based in the United States, United Kingdom, 
France, Japan and some other cowitries, are quite extensive in most of these 
countries and are supplemented by Frivately-run small hotels, boarding houses 
and restaurants. For developing countries, with the exception of some 
countries, including the Caribbean islands, suitable hotel accommodation is 
often lacking and can be a major constraint. Air transport limitations can 
also pose difficulties in several developing countries, particularly in 
Africa. Tour operators and travel agencies are increasing in developing 
countries but are still inadequate and need to be better organized, by 
standards in industrialized countries. Communication facilities, particularly 
for long-distance communications, are now increasingly available in a number 
of developing countries also, but can still pose problems in certain 
countries, such as India or China. Financial services can be time-consuming 
in several developing countries, though there has been some improvement in 
recent years. Currency restrictions can, however, be irksome in a nU11ber of 
developing countries and often act as a disincentive for tourism. Auxiliary 
services such as taxis, rent-a-car facilities and land transport arrangements 
can also be a significant constraint and disincentive in a number of 
developing countries. Business services, though available, ar.e difficult to 
arrange in a number of these countries, except where international hotel 
chains are operating and provide such facilities. Recreational, cultural and 
sporting facilities are being given major emphasis, particularly in countries 
such as Kenya, where considerable safari facilities are available and in 
several Caribbean islands, where casinos and sea-sport facilities are fairly 
well-developed. Administrative arrangements by governments, however, 
ir.cluding delays in issue of visas, customs formalities and other requirements 
can be very trying in a number of developing countries and can be major 
disincentives for tourism development. 

While international tourism has been accorded increased emphasis in most 
developing countries, and has achieved considerable success in certain 
developing countries such as Mexico, Kenya, Singapore, Thailand, Hong Kong and 
the Caribbean islands, there v ntinue to be serious gaps in the 
tourism-related facilities that are required and those that are available in a 
large nWlber of developing countries, where there may be major potential for 
tourism. This may be particularly applicable in some of the large developing 
countries such as Brazil, China and India, and in several countries of Africa, 
where major tourism potential re11&ins unexploited . 
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It may be emphasized that informatics facilities, including worldwide 
reservations and communications, are presently available in most developing 
countries and technological limitations cannot be cited as a significant 
constraint. Major investments are. however, required in luxury hotels and 
restaurants and in travel facilities to particalar countries. Where such 
investments are not locally available, it may be necessary to invite hotel 
transnational corporations, and other international tourist-service facilities 
such as international airlines, automobile ~enting companies, tour operators 
etc. The fast-expanding global tourism industry is becoming increasingly 
competitive and internationalized and, with the new technological facilities 
and developments, several developing countries can substantially increase 
tourist revenues, with well-planned and advertised programmes for tourism 
development, supported by adainistrative and other measures designed to 
attract in~ernational tourists. 

E. Developments in merch~ndizing 

Informatics applications are being extensively applied in trade and 
merchandizing in industrial market economies, both in wholesale and retail 
trading operations internally and in export/import of products and 
commodities. In industrialized economies, computers are commonly utilized in 
various merchandizing operations, the nature of usage varying from accounting 
and inventory control to detailed assessment of various marketing and 
distribution features in particular products which affect consumers and 
sales. According to some estimates, sales increase arising from advanced 
marketing and sales technology can range from 10 per cent to more than 30 per 
cent, and investment returns have often exceeded 100 per cent. !.!/ 
Informatics is playing a growing role in services such as (a) planning and 
reporting of sales, reporting of expenses, entering orders, checking inventory 
and order status, managing distributors, tracking leads, and managing 
accounts; (b) merging, updating, and maintaining mailing ~ists; 
(c) telemarketing; (d) providing aucomated sales management reports. It is 
reported that, in certain stores, sales persons use laptop PCs to access the 
corporate database for up-to-date inventory and order status information on 
thousands of stock-keeping units, resulting in substantial reduction in the 
company's order cycle. It also has made ordering more accurate, resulting in 
greater customer satisfaction and improved sales . .!1f Computer usage is even 
more extensively applied in food-related services, particularly in the United 
States, extending from assessment of demand for particular products in 
specific locations and supermarkets to review of changes in the demand pattern 
and adjusting product supplies to changing demand patterns. Apart from 
wholesale and retail distribution of food products, the rapid increase in 
franchising of food products in the United States and, to a lesser extent, in 
industrialized Western economies, and of franchized food outlets in these 
countries has been greatly facilitated by computerized operations and speedy 
transmission of information. 

The use of informatics in trade and merchandizing is much less in 
developing countries, except in Brazil and in certain 5outh-East Asian 
countries where computers are now being utilized in this subsector, 
particularly for exports an1 in large department stores and food 
supermarkets. Increased computer usage in food and product distribution and 
marketing has not been extended so far in most developing countries, primarily 
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<iut.:' to overall constraints in computer availability and usage. As such 
av..iilabi l i tv and usag<> gr01,;s. informatics applications in the me:-chandizing 
subsector can also be expected to increase substantially in these countries in 
thP next few vears. 

F. Healthcare and social services 

As pointed out in Section II, there has been extensive application of 
informatics in healthcare, education and social services in industrialized 
1112.rket economies. This is particularly true of the United States and some 
West European countries where, in healthcare in particular, there has been 
rapid increase in informatics applications_ Similar de•Telopments have taken 
place in West European countries and in Japan, though to a lesser extent. 
informatics applications and systeas presently relate both to usage of 
diagnostic equipment - such as bioelectric recording equipment, monitoring 
machines, imaging equipment, such as X-rays and ultrasound and laboratory 
equipment - and vith sophisticated therapeutic equipment in various fields, 
and have increased enormously in recent years, particularly in the United 
States. The two Tables, 24 and 25, indicate the growing size of the 
healthcare market in selected indastrialized market: economies and the value of 
shipments in the United States of different categories of DJPdical equipment 
during the mid-1980s. 

One field of healthcare. which is of special significance for 
informatics. is that of digital i111aging, which is growing rapidly. New 
imaging tee'hniques involving inf0rmatics applications include magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI). positron emission tomography (PET). ultrasonic 
imaging. and digital angiography. These techniques, together with integration 
of image sources through local-area networks, involve varying degrees of 
complex informatics applications . .!l/ The applications of digital imaging and 
other medical electronics will inevitably be a gradual process in developing 
countries because of the high costs invol•;ed. Similarly, techniques such as 
nuclear magnetic resonance, which has had considerable considerable impact on 
medical diagnostics, will be gradually extended. The major market for imaging 
and diagnostic equipment will continue to be the United States, which accounts 
for roughly 45 per cent of the global market of about $5.5 billion, followed 
by Japan and West European market economies, where the pace of growth in usage 
has tendt>d to be higher than in the United States in recent years. W 

Developments in informatics have played an important part in the growth 
and internationalization of healthcare services. International transactions 
in health services takP several forms, including cross-border movements of 
physicians, nurses, and related professionals; r.ross-border movement of 
patients or consumers, and international activities of hospital managers, 
consultants, and others involved in the planning, design and operation of 
healthcare facilities. Several large health management companies, specially 
United States concerns, entered the international market in the early 1970s. 
These companies drew on their considerable comparative advantage in technology 
and management expertise to deliver a variety of services ranging, from the 
design, construction and operation of healthcare systems to the provision of 
auxiliary services to individual hospitals. Such companies have established 
branches, subsidiaries, or joint ventures and are active primarily in Western 
Europe, the Americas, the Middle East, and the Pacific area. 
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Informatics applications in healthcare and social services are fairly 
limited in most developing countri~s at present and sophisticated equipment 
for diagnostics and therapeutic applications are usually available only in a 
few major hospitals in some of these countries. In view of cost constraints. 
it is likely that inforaatics applications in healthcare would be extended in 
these countries only gradually, during the 1990s. Such extension would also 
take place primarily in those developing countries which have the resources t~ 
import both equipment and skills, as in the oil-producing countries, or 
developing countries where computer usage and applications becoae increasingly 
comaonplace, as in Brazil or in South-East Asian countries. 

Among social services other than healthcare, the use of informatics in 
the education systea will be of growing significance for technological 
absorption and adaptations in informatics during the 1990s. This is a fairly 
vast subject and is not specifically covered in this study. The increased 
usage of computers in schools is a 11ajor feature in certain industrialized 
econo•ies, such as the United States. In some secondary schools in the United 
States, the proportion of computers to students at the secondary school stage 
has come down to 1:3, in addition to the emergence of libraries as aedia 
centres, offering electronic card catalogues, encyclopedia entries on c<>111pact 
disks and links to database services. !21 These facilities can have 
significant impact on 11athe11atics and science education and applications and 
for computer literacy. In some States in the United States, high school 
graduates are required to pass an examination on word-processing, database and 
spreadsheet progra1111es and a progra11111ing language. Software development for 
education has, however, aa.de only slow progress. Teacher training in computer 
usage also needs to be sub~tantially increased. In general, informatics usage 
up to the secondary school stage is still in the process of being integrated 
with the overall education system, even in the United States and, though 96 
per cent of public schools in the United States have computers, a large number 
of students use these for only an hour a week. In Japan and West European 
countries, the use of computers has also been extended to the secondary school 
level. At the college and university levels, of course, informatics is 
increasingly being utilized and applied in 11<>st industrialized market 
economies. 

The extension of informatics to the education system has made only a 
beginning in some developing countries, particularly in South-East Asia and in 
certain countries such as Brazil and India, where desktop computers are 
locally 11anufactured and have been set up in selected schools and colleges. 
Informatics usage is also still in its early stages in most developing 
countries, even at the university level, though increased facilities are being 
developed. In other fields of social services, including social welfare, 
child-care facilities, counselling services and the like, computer usage is 
increasing in industrialized market economies, as against very limited use and 
application of informatics in most developing cQuntries. Usage in such fields 
is largely reflective of overall usage of computers and advanced 
cOlllalnications systems in the economy as a whole. As long as there is a large 
and growing gap in such overall usage between industrialized and developing 
countries, the use of informatics in social services in the latter countries 
vill remain limited. 
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G_ Professional services 

There is a growing trend towards internationalization of professional 
services, particularly between developed market economies_ This is 
particularly applicable in professional services such as advertizing, 
accounting, legal services and management consultancy with firms in these 
fields gradually extending their operations in several countries_ The trends 
in internationalization may be seen froa the following tables cited in the 
UNCTC study on Transnational Corporations, Services and the Uruguay Round 
relating to operations of major international firms in advertising (Tables 26 
and 27), accounting (Tables 28 and 29), and management consultancy (Table 30)_ 

The Management Consultancies Association (MCA), United Kingdom, which 
groups 29 of the largest consultancy fiI'lls totalling 65 per cent of the 
business in the United Kingdom, has, for example, reported that its aeabers' 
fee income increased by 36 per cent in 1986, amounting to 340 million ECU, and 
by 32 per cent in 1987 to nearly 425 aillion ECU, almost four tiaes the 1981 
figure of 112.million ECU_ Currently, the European Federation of Management 
Consultants (FEACO) comprises 15 national associations representing 46 per 
cent of the total management consultancy market in Europe_ Estima~es of the 
number of EC consultancies range fr0:1 1,800 to 2,300, employing more than 
3,300 consultants. In the United States, during the four-year period from 
1982 to 1986, the management consulting revenues for the •Big 8• accounting 
firms more than doubled, growing from $690 aillion (704 million ECU) to more 
than $1.5 billion (1_52 billion ECU)_ In some EC Member States (Belgium, 
France and Italy). government regulations require that auditors should not 
render non-a~diting services to their clients, and the accountants are obliged 
to create separate legal entities to carry out consultancy services. There is 
no such barrier preventing the software companies from entering the management 
consultancy services sector_ Other professions such as banks, law firms and 
advertising agencies also continue to enter the consultancy sector_ ~ All 
these trends, comprising an expanding market, good profitability, other 
professions entering the market and broadening of management consultancy 
areas, wil I further encourage professional service companies to develop 
integrated consultancy services on an international basis. 

The internationalization of professional services such as advertising, 
accounting, legal services and consultancy services is likely to pose 
important policy questions in most developing countries, where such services 
would have a growing substantial market. The growth of local capability in 
professional services is a recogniz~d and major policy objective in several 
developing countries. In the case of legal services, for example, most 
countries have an adequate nWllber of local professionals and it is difficult 
to justify import of legal expertise. In advertising and accounting, 
considerable internationalization has already taken place, with the extension 
of operations of large international advertising and accounting firms in 
several developing countries, though here also there may be a shift to 
increased use of local advertising services and auditors and accountants. In 
the case of consultancy services, local facilities are being increaserl in a 
nW1ber of developing countries. However, this service subsector is already 
fairly internationalized and foreign consultancy services are being 
extensively used in a number of developing countries. The possible 
technological benefits from extension of operations of specialized 
international corporations in these fields to developing countries may vary 
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considerably, depending c,\ the subsector and the country involved_ Su:::h 
benefits. which will be facilitated through informatics applications. will 
need to be carefully assessed in particular country situations. 

With the fast growth of the informatics sector, service functions 
relating to computers are also growing rapidly. Computer services are also 
becoming more internationalized, as may be seen from Table 31. Adequate 
facilities for computer services will need ~o be set up in developing 
countri~s also. though these may tend to be largely local, because of costs 
and other considerations. 

H. Industrial operations and producer services 

-----.... 

Informatics technologies are likely to have a major impact on 
international competitive capability in industrial production_ The extent of 
such impact would depend on the production subsector and the effects of new 
technological processes in that field. These developments have brought about 
significant changes in comparative advantage, particularly in the reduced 
factor advantage of labour. The application of CAD/CAM and FMS (Flexible 
Manufacturing Systems) has also introduced much greater precision and dynamism 
in design and engineering and in production processes in most fields of 
manufacturp_ The impact of these developments needs to be viewed specifically 
in three critical fields, namely, (a) integrated manufacture. (b) changes in 
machine tool applications. and (c) developments in information and 
telecommunications_ 

Integrated manufacture !..!./ 

Increasing competitive pressure in manufacture is now combined with the 
powerful range of informatics technologies which have become available during 
the 1970s and 1980s. The increasing use of computer-based systems greatly 
facilitates production management activities such as planning. scheduling and 
programming of production. The functional areas of manufacture. such as 
design 01 quality control are being brought closer to manufacturing. while the 
overall co-ordination of production i.s increasingly being linked to other 
business functions through computer-integrated manufacturing (CIH) in which 
all the functions of a manufacturing business are integrated with each other 
via a range of networks and communications software. This includes: 
(a) design and pre-production, which includes all the tasks necessary to 
identify and prepare products for manufacture, (b) production, where the 
information is translated into physical form, and (c) co-ordination, ext~nding 
to various managerial tasks needed to support the manufacture of the product 
from init;a} design activity to sales and distribution. 

As demand for increased production flexibility increases, the potential 
applications of such integration also become increasingly extended. This 
represents a major change from earlier generations of automation '~hich were 
confined to larger scale and high-volU11e industries. The pressure now is for 
greater flexibility and agility. Increasing use is being made of programmable 
controls and flexible manufacturing sytems; CAD/CAM; and other technologies. 
At the same time, organizational changes are leading to smaller workforces and 
plants producing with greater flexibility and quality through the application 
of alternativP management approaches such as just-in-time (JIT) manufacture 
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and total qual i tv control (TQC) _ These changes are most evident in the 
t·nginet>ring industrv_ Howe'-'rr. in other fields, such as semiconductor 
production. the pressure has been growing for high quality. rapid product 
changes and increased va>iety to suit user-specific needs_ This has led to 
growing integration in the manufacturing process_ 

There are. however. several factors which can serve as constraints on 
integrated manufacturing operations_ These factors, which can be greatly 
accentuated in most developing countries, include (a) investment costs, 
(b)-technological problems. (c)

0

lack of in-house skills and resources, and 
(d)-organizational factors_ Investment costs of integrated manufacturing 
technology are high and may generally extend from over $1 million to several 
million dollars_ Lack of in-house skills and resources constitute an obvi~us 
shortcoming, which would be all the 11<>re applicable in developing countries. 

A number of important organizational innovations are increasingly linked 
with integrated production facilities. The most important of these techniques 
is just-in-time (JIT), which has now been adapted and is being used in a 
variety of sectors in industrialiLed countries. JIT allows for minimal batch 
sizes and inventories and components are delivered by suppliers at the point 
where they are 1.eeded just-in-time to be used_ The direct benefits are 
clearly in the area of inventory savings. which are of growing importance 
because of increasing materials costs_ JIT techniques enable reduction of 
set-up time, particularly for multi-product operations; use of multi-function 
workers. with a high degree of skills and flexi~ility; and uniform output 
rates, achieved by standardization in various elements of the manufacturing 
process. 

Apart from JIT. the concept of total quality cuntrol or "zero defects 
manufacturing" is another system that is being applied widely in 
indusrrialized countries_ Its overall aim is to entrust responsibility for 
qualiry to the shop-floor and make it a direct part of the process_ The 
objective is to guara~tee zero defects in production_ 

The development of computer-integrated manufacture can take alternative 
routes. One approach involves installing islands of automation based on 
advanced technology. gradually working towards linking these into an 
integrated factory. The alternative approach is to introriuce organizational 
and management changes first_ This implies an incremental approach based on 
low-risk. high-return organizational changes building up gradually to 
higher-risk technological changes such as CAD/CAM and CIM_ Manufacturing 
competitiveness in future years is likely to depend considerably on the 
ability of firms to exploit computer integration in manufacturing technology 
and techniques within an integrated organization. 

Computer-integrated 111&r.ufacturing technology offers a powerful weapon for 
tackling various problems facing manufacturers. Enterprises in developing 
countries have to overcome significant difficulties in moving away from 
applications of progra1111able automation and towards integrated solutions_ 
These may involve problems of high cost, lack of skills, lack of suitable 
technology and a supply market that is still mataring. Obviously, production 
enterprises with limited resources and experience should initially 
concentrate at the technological level on well-proven programmable automation 
applications, such as ntJmerical ly·control led machinery, 1 ow-cost CAD, low-cost 
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production management aids and basic microprocessor controls for process 
operations and use these to enhance flexibility, quality ar.d productivity. 
lolherever possible, however, there should be a gradual shift to integrated 
manufacturing operations. 

Changes in machine tool applications ~ 

An important aspect of introducing CAD/CAM and CIH techniques arises from 
the major changes that have taken place and are occurring in machine tool 
technology. This affects not only machine tools, but also the capability to 
integrate machine tools with other machinery. Numerically-controlled machine 
tools (NCKTs) have become standard machine tools for a range of primarily 
metal-cutting functions such as turning (lathes), milling, drilling and boring. 

The two most iaportant NCHTs are CNC (computer-numerically- controlled) 
lathes and machining centres. These two types of machines account for over 60 
per cent of the value of production of NCKTs in the leading OECD countries. 
Computer numerically controlled lathes increased fr<>11 23 per cent of the total 
output of lathes in 1975 to nearly 80 per cent in 1986. The same trend 
applies to machining centres as substitutes for conventional milling machines. 

lolhile rapid increase in NCMTs has been the main feature of the diffusion 
of new technology since the mid-1970s, it is the diffusion of NCMTs 
incorporated into systems which will dominate the future. These are flexible 
manufacturing modules (FHHs) and flexible manufacturing cells (FHCs), 
comprised of several machine tools linke~ by an automatic material-handling 
unit and controlled by a co1m1<>n inforaation system. In addition, there are 
also larger systems, commonly called flexible manuf<1cturing systems (FHS) 
which consist of several FHCs or a larger number of machine tools, with 
automatic material-handling facilities and a common information system. 

Numerically-controlled machine tools are increasingly utilized in both 
the industrialized, developed economies and in some developing countries. 
Among the latter, the Republic of Korea is the largest single user of NCHTs, 
with a stock of 2,680 units in 1985, followed by Brazil and India. Among the 
developed countries, Japan is the largest user with 118,000 units installed by 
1984. In terms of density in the use of NCHTs, the newly industrializing 
countries are still far behind developed countries. The leading developing 
country in terms of using NCHTs, the Republic of Korea, had a density of only 
about half the value for the United Kingdom. 

The largest producers of machine tools are Japan, Germany, the Soviet 
Union, the United States and Italy. These countries accounted for more than 
70 per cent of the global production of machine tools in 1985. Among 
developing countries, China ranks highest as number 10, while the Taiwan 
Province of China is 13th, Brazil 14th, and the Republic of Korea and India 
follow at 18th and 20th positions, respectively. Jointly, the developing 
countries accounted for not more than 6 per cent of the output of all 
countries. The industry is, on the whole, fairly internationalized as far as 
trade is concerned. Smaller countries generally have a higher export ratio 
than most of the larger countries. With the exception of Taiwan Province, the 
developing countries have low export ratios, largely b~cause of growing 
internal demand. ?:2.J 
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Industrial policy in developing countries could aim at removing obstacles 
to faster diffusion of NCKTs. As far as information is concerned. a nuaber of 
developing countries. such as India. the Republic of Korea and the Taiwan 
Province of China. have set up national institutes which diffuse information 
about new machine-tool technology. As for knowledge an<! skills, this relates 
to the functioning of the vocational training system. Greater emphasis should 
be given to educating operato~s of NCHTs and to the associated programming, 
setting and maintenanc~ staff. \lltile the present diffusion of NCMTs in 
developing countries is far from optimal, this aay be largely due to greater 
availability of conventional machine tools. In the Republic of Korea and the 
Taiwan Province of China, only 20 per cent of the production of machine tools 
was in the form of NCMTs in 1986. Large production capacity in conventional 
aachine tools also exists in China, India and Brazil. Accordingly, access to 
conventional machine tools will probably not be a problem in these countries, 
even in the long term, and the issue is that of tiaing and extent of shift to 
NCHTs in the next few years. 

There is considerable production of NCMTs in some more advanced 
developing countries. including China. The largest producers are the Taiwan 
Province of China with a production of 1,917 units in 1986, the Republic of 
Korea with 1.124 units and Brazil with a production of 710 units in 1986. 
India produced 193 units in 1987. To the extent that development strategy 
ai111S at integration with the world economy, government policy for the machine 
tool sector could aim at fostering internationally competitive fir111S which 
eventually develop as full-scale participants. Imported technology aay be 
required to ensure that the local metalworking industry keeps up to date in 
production technology. Tt.e pressure to rely on imported technology, be it 
embodied in products or through licensing agreements, would, of course. tend 
to be greater the smaller the size of the local machine tool industry. To the 
extent that import of embodied technology is prohibited, it is necessary to 
ensure adequate diversity of choice for the local engineering industry, 
necessitating multiple foreign technology supply arrangements. The experience 
of India for machining centres might b~ illustrative here. Till the 
end-1970s, there was only one producer of machining centres offering only 3 

limited range of models. In the early 1980s, consequent on considerable 
liberalization of industrial policy, eight Indian manufacturers obtained 
licensing agreements with international producers of machining centres. As a 
result, the diffusion of machining centres has now h1creased significantly. 

Information processing and dissemination 

Apart from the development of competitive production capability, an area 
vhere developing countries may face a growing technological gap unless 
remedial measures are taken is with respect to information processing and 
comaunications. Developments in i.nformatics necessitate a review of national 
strategy as to ~he stage and level of development which particular countries 
should seek to achieve within a reasonable period. The digitalization trend 
of public information transmission networks and the integration of services 
have led to the development of specialized equipment for the establishment of 
networks and the proliferation of terminals. 'nle increased usage and local 
production of such equipment has considerable potential in several developing 
countries, apart from the need for keeping pace with developments in 
communication technologies for access to international databases and 
information systeas and networks. The widespread diffusion and application of 
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digital micro-electronic technology has given rise to a nwnber of new products 
and service~ that have proved to be far superior than those based on 
electro-mechanical technology. Z1J 

The telecommunications sector in most developing countries has suffered 
from considerable underinvestment. In many countries. subscriber density is 
extremely low, ranging from a high of 40 telephones per thousand people in 
Latin America to only 7 per 1.000 in many African countries, with large areas 
often averaging less than one telephone per thousand people. Most of thP. 
services that do exist are concentrated in urban centres. Apart from 
inconvenience, the eco~omic costs are substantial due to major efficiency 
losses. There can be little doubt that lack of access to basic 
telecommunications servi~es is a major constraint for industrial development 
and overall economic growth. 

Technological developments in telecommunications have been very 
widespread. Three aspects of implications that are particularly important for 
developing countries are: (a) lower barriers to entry in production and more 
sources of supply; (b) changing cost structure for ether industries, including 
falling unit costs a1.d the proliferation of alternative communications 
options, and (c) creation of new services and new ways of delivering 
traditional services. Traditional service industries (banking, insurance, 
consulting engineering, tourism, shipping etc.) are now able to offer a 
greater range of services, at greater speed and at lower cost through a 
greatly expanded international telecommunications network. A new category of 
data services and supplying industries has developed in fields such as data 
processing and software, and databases have developed to meet specific user 
needs. Economies of seal£ have emerged in the provision of access to flows of 
data. knowledge and services on a national and international basis. 

For a number of developing countries, certain areas can be identified as 
being broadly suited for changes in current policy and practice. These 
inclu-!e: (i) supply of telephones, PABXs and other subscriber equipment by 
local and/or foreign suppliers, (ii) establishment of separate business 
networks to meet urgent demand and provide high-quality voice and/or data 
transmission; (iii) provision of value-added services, such as electronic mail 
and computer databases, inventory monitoring, banking networks etc., 
(iv) allowing private or State operators of dedicated networks to offer 
services to other users thereby using up spare capacity but within a framework 
established by the PTT, and (v) allowing the contracting or sub-contractinp, of 
activities habitually carried out by the 
PTT. nJ 

Several developing countries are currently installing and ex~anding their 
basic telecommunications infrastructure. However, ~ven the scale of 
investment currently planned is such that developing countries face the task 
of managing projects of very large dimension. Together, the ten largest 
countri~s spent at least an estimated $9.5 billion on telecommunications 
equipment. in 1987, which is expected to rise to $11.5.billion by 1990. The 
pervasive role of information technology indicates that any digital capacities 
created for the teleco1D11Unications infrastructure will have wide applicability 
throughout the economy. The wide range of capacities required to design, 
manufacture, install and operate digital equipment can also act as an 
important factor in the development of human resources and skills. Certain 
developing countries have achieved notable successes, such as the Republic of 
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Korea and the Taiwan Province of China, where considerable production 
capability has been developed. Similarly, import-substituting countries such 
as China, India, Brazil and Mexico have developed considerable production 
cdpacity for products based on digital technology. 

The changing technology market 

The market for technology is undergoing considerable transformation with 
the advent of fast-changing technologies, processes and products in 
informatics. A new class of entrepreneurs has emerged, and a substantial 
proportion of innovative p1~cesses and applications have been developed or 
adapted by such new entrepreneurs operating initially through small, 
research-intensive enterprises in specialized fields of informatics. In 
microelectronics and informatics, several new entrants have grown, during the 
last decade, into major competitors in desk-top and related equipment, 
systems, and software and in co-.mications and data procensing. While major 
TNCs have been able to retain their position in specific sectors of 
electronics production, the range of technological innovation in informatics 
has extended in several directions and has provided opportunities for several 
electronics companies, both in hardware and software, to achieve rapid and 
successful growth. This pattern is likely to continue during the 1990s. In 
informatics, the technology market is marked by several alternative sources, 
though with a high level of product differentiation. A large number of 
comparatively new entrants are in a position to supply technology and know-how 
for various industrial processs and service functions, besides software and 
systems. In telecommunications also, while major TNCs still have a fairly 
dominant role, technology for new processes and products, including 
periphera~s and microelectronic components, are available from a number of 
additional sources. 

Informatics, competition and employment 

It must be stressed that if developing country industries and services 
are to compete in global markets, they 11Ust incorporate present-day 
technological processes in production and service activities. Without these 
facilities, they could face considerable competitive disadvantage in a period 
of rapidly changing products, processes and service functions. For effective 
competition in the major segments of international markets, varying degrees of 
computerization may become increasingly necessary. It also appears that new 
economic activities, particularly in services in developing economies, will, 
for the most part, be based on factor conditions other than cheap labour, 
except where pools of special skills, as in computer programming and 
operations, can be developed. With increased automation, there has been a 
decline in the establishment and expansion of offshore production units for 
electronic components, textiles and the like set up by TNCs during the 1960s 
and 1970s. Such offshore production, which peaked during the late 1970s, 
particularly in South-East Asian economies, still continues to be an important 
~eature in these countries and ccntributes significantly to local employment 
and export earnings. The number of new offshore units, not only in South-East 
Asia tut also in the Caribbean and in Latin American countries, has, however, 
tended to decline. At the same time, new opportunities in data-processing 
across national boundaries, as initiated in Jamaica and Barbados, may become 
increasingly available. 
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While the developments towards greater automation may have considerable 
impact on new industrial investments in developing countries, these countries 
will continue to have certain factor advantages. National markets will still 
need to be served, mainly through local production enterprises. Wage 
differentials continue to be substantial between industrialized countries and 
even semi-industrialized de•reloping countries; and if skills in computerized 
and other operations can be developed, the cost of labour, particularly in the 
informatics sector, vill still constitute a significant advantage. This is 
exemplified in the successful export activities of the Republic of Korea and 
the Taiwan Province of China in computers, peripheral equipment and a wide 
range of components to the United States and other developed economies. The 
cost of introducing robotics and high degrees of automation is also high and 
the extension of robotics will be a gradual process even in industrialized 
countries. In the service sector, on the other hand, the usage of informatics 
may grow rapidly once an ade1'J8te nuaber of co11pUters are locally available 
and skills in usage are de-.doped in particular developing countries. 

The use of computers and advanced aut<>1111tion and coaaunications systems 
have obvious implications for local employment. There may be some labour 
displacement, though the labour displaced can usually be absorbed easily. At 
the same time, new jobs are created with higher skills and income, since new 
products and services of higher quality and efficiency can be developed. 
Several sectoral studies in industrialized countries have highlighted the fact 
that substantial rise in productivity can be achieved through informatics 
usage with the same or smaller number of employees and increase in workforce 
in the particular enterprise or operation may tend to be reduced. It may, 
nevertheless, be difficult to draw categorical conclusions regarding the 
impact of informatics on employment. '!lf 

In developing countries, the effects on employment are even more 
difficult to assess. Use of automated office equipment, for example, may 
involvP little or no job displacement, but the initial impact may be negative 
in terms of new employment opportunities. However, lf informatics is utilized 
for new and additional functions, new johs involving higher skills and wages 
would become available. The increased use of computers in banking, insurance 
and other financial services, as well as in travel, tourism and hotel 
operations, has now become fairly commonplace in most countries, despite its 
effects on local employment. In government offices, as well as in industrial 
enterprises, the use of computers, word processors and the like have been 
accepteu as essential features. There has been little job displacement and 
retraining programmes and facilities have generally been adequate to meet 
local requirements in mosL countries. A suitable balance should be achieved 
between traditional, labour-intensive operations and informatics usage in 
various production and service activities. 

The skill requirements for informatics technologies highlights the need 
for an extensive programme for development of new skills and capability in 
most developing countries. Nev curricula have to be evolved from the 
secondary stage of educa~ion and in vocational institutions, while specialized 
training progranaes have to be implemented for development of skills and 
capability in computer applications and programaing and related skills. This 
would, to a large extent, enable gradual absorption of such technologies. In 
~ome developing countries there may be socio-economic problems, which may 
delay the usage and application of computers and microprocessors. Similarly, 
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the use of numerically-controlled equipment: and flexible manufacturing systems 
and machine centres may be limited only to certain fields. Yet, the trend 
towards greater usage of informatics, particularly in services, appears to be 
inescapable. Differences in approach would primarily relate to the timing of 
such change, even in countries with considerable surplus labour. 

I. Information processing and dissemination 

Several references have been made in various sections of this study to 
the impact of new technological developments in informatics, particularly 
computers and telecommunications in various services and functions. The 
direct implications of information packages and systems in fields such as 
banking and financial services, transportation, hotel and airlines 
reservations, healthcare and social services, and retail merchandizing have 
also been discussed. It would be useful, however, to review the overall 
technological and other trends in information processing and dissemination and 
the further developments in this field which are likely to have major impact 
on the service sector in the i11111ediate future. The role of the principal 
corporations involved in these developments and the nature of global 
competition in this field is also of considerable interest and relevance. 

The most important feature of developments in information processing and 
dissemination is the enormous range and flexibility that th~se represent. 
Apart from increased productivity and competitive advantage, particularly in 
service sectors, information technology is providing a growing degree of 
responsiveness for most functions. 'l:!±.J Computers can be utilized for a 
tremendous range of activities while instant communications have provided 
extraordinary facilities for utilizing the latest data and material for 
decision-making. The levels of automation necessary or appropriate for 
particular service subsectors obviously vary considerably and may range from 
the need for a high degree of centralized control, as is necessary in 
fast-food restaurants, to the decentralization required in investment 
banking. By and large, however, the advantages of increased productivity, 
competitive advantage and responsiveness provided by informatics are of 
special importance and relevance in all service branches and functions, 
ranging from financial services to retail merchandizing. 

The principal el~ments of an information processing system, apart from 
communications, are composed of processors, storabe components and software. 
Processors range from general-purpose processors to parallel processors and 
super-computers. A major development in this field is that of massively 
parallel processing, which breaks up a computing problem into several parts, 
processes each part, and then integrates these parts into one solution. 
Parallel processing is already being utilized but massively parallel 
processing can break down the parts to a much greater extent, usir6 as many as 
64,000 mi:roprocessors at a time. While such complicated problems may be most 
relevant for major operations such as economic or defence planning, the 
concept is also increasingly being applied to complicated and large-scale 
serrice operations. Several United States and Japanese companies are actively 
engaged in developing such facilitie£. '!:2J Parallel processing is also being 
incorporated in supercomputers, which are essentially very high-powered 
processors with much greater numerical processing capabilities than 
general-purpose computers. Supercomputers range from multiple data processors 
to vector processors and data-driven processors, with large storage capacity 
and with very high-speed integrated circuits. 
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The development of mass storage and retrieval systems is proceeding side 
by side with developments in parallel processing and supercomputers. These 
include electro-optical devices such as video discs and various other types of 
data-base processors. These systems can cover a very wide range, extending 
from small to very large syste•s, using certain levels of intelligence. The 
so-called •fifth generation• computer systems, presently under research and 
development mainly by Japanese and United StAtes companies will increasingly 
be based on artificial intelligence and knowledge-based systems. These 
developments, which are expected to be comaercialized during the 1990s, will 
be accompanied by development of specially-designed, large-scale chips, 
including chips for highly-specialized operations such as volce recognition 
and response and graphic data processing. Other technological developments in 
information processing also cover a very considerable range. These extend 
from development of parallel processors using very large-scale integrated 
chips and specialized processors for specific purposes, to supercomputers with 
storage size in the range of 50 to 500 million words and to mass storage 
systeas, as well as development of high-capacity workstations using design 
chips. Competition in these fields is primarily between United States and 
Japanese companies, including 64 megabit chips and the development of custom 
chips, often produced in very small voluae. 

Developments in the micro-chip industry are likely to hav~ considerable 
impact on information processing and dissemination. New customized chips are 
being developed for a wide range of specific functions in various services 
such as banking, transportation, tourist operations and merchandizing. While 
Intel's 80486 microprocessor has had great success, present trends are 
increasingly towards RISC (reduced instruction-set computing) being develop~a 
principally by several Japanese and United States companies. The extent of 
ne~working and workstation operations will be considerably enhanced by design 
RISC chips, as well as customized chips often produced in small quantities. 
Greater flexibility in designs and operations are provided through logic 
chips, which enable coimunications between chips and also externaEy. The 
range of logic chips includes programaable array logic (PAL); 
erasable/programmable logic devices (EPLD); electrically erasable/programmable 
logic devices and progrb.111118ble gate array (PGA). It is estimated by Dataquest 
that PGA sales alone will increase from $28 million in 1988 to $507 million by 
1994. l2f The development of program.able logic chips provides much greater 
flexibility and ~nables a do-it-yourself approach, which can be much more 
economic and can res1tlt not only in much shorter product cycles but in 
greatly-increased applicability in various servic£ functions. At the same 
time, th' $13 billion market for logic chips is still highly fragmented and 
there is considerable scope for greater customizing. Further devel~pments in 
the chip industry also include the growing use of gallium arsenide in place of 
silicon by several companies. The development of quantum-effect, 
r.omputer-on-a-chip, is likely to be the next stage of technological revolution 
in this field during the 1990s. 

An area of major growth is also represented by increased networking and 
workstations through aicro-computers, which constitutes the fastest growing 
subsector in computer.a. Workstatiotw extend over a great range of activities 
extending from needs of university students to networking linkages of the size 
of mainframe operations The workstation market had risen to about $3.6 
billion by 1988, with major United States .. nufacturers comprising Sun 
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Microsystems, Hewlett P&ckard, Apollo and Digital Equipment, as well as 18K. 
While Sun Hicrosy~tems has acquired 30 per cent of the United States market, 
IBM RS 6000 workstations claim 34 per cent. ~ Networking is also being 
substantially extended in the minicomputer sector by Digital Equipment (USA) 
and in the mainframe subsector by IBM. An important element in IBM's present 
operations is to extend networking facilities between its older system 370, 
which is still in fairly extensive usage, and various desk-top and other 
computers, so that information on any of ttiese machines can be 
interconnected. Expansion of workstations and networking constitutes a major 
operational development in inforaation-processing, which would be of major 
relevance in most service branches. It is estimated by Dataqu~st Inc. that, 
by 1992, 47 per cent of the over 60 aillion desk-top computers in the United 
States will be networked. 1!f Since neutrality is a key issue in networking 
there is a growing trend towards open systems, with eaphasis on networking to 
connect various coisputer brands. At the same time, however, software 
development for networking has tended to lag behind. 

An important development is also represented by the reduction in size of 
computers and the rapid growth of 'laptop' coeputers. Such coaputers have 
greatly increased the convenience and vers~tility of computer usage in various 
service functions. Japanese companies have played a dominant role in 
marketing of laptop computers and Japan's five major integrated computer 
companies had captured 43 per cent of the United States market for laptop 
computers by 1989, which had grown to $2 billion and expanded at 40 per cent 
annually during 1988-1990. 

_,, 

An important development in information dissemination is the rapid growth 
of electronics mail or E-mail, covering exr.hange of messages between 
computers. One estimate expects that, by 1992, nearly 16 billion messages 
will be sent by E-mail, while the growth rate in such messages is expected to 
be 30 per cent during the 1990s. 1!l/ Major public networks are being 
developed in this field through Western Union's Easylink, GTE Telenet's 
Telemail, British Telecom's Dialcom, MCI's MCI Kail, and AT&T's AT&T Kail, 
apart from corporate E-mail services developed by companies such as IBM and 
Digital Equipment, and by Japanese and soae West European companies. A new 
co11111Unications standard, X-dot 400 (X400) has been adopted, since the 
mid-1980s, by the International Telephone and Telegraph Consultative 
Comaittee, which prescribes the technical design of E-mail hardware and 
software. There is also considerable increase in local area networks (LAN), 
particularly in the United States. The growth of networking is also likely to 
lead to rapid expansion in E-m&il. Programmes such as groupware, which 
provides colllllUJlications between workers, can have major impact on 
decision-making and ass6ssment of perfonaance in various service branches. A 
good ex.ample is that of Mrs. Fields Inc., a chain of 650 •cookie• shop~ in the 
United States, which uses E-mail extensively and has largely eliminated 
paperwork, except for government foras. MV Groupvare progr...es have been 
extended in a large nuaber of corporations, including co11p11ter companies such 
as DEC, food companies such as Coca Cola Foods and producers of electrical 
equipment such as Westinghouse. 

Technological developments in inforaatics cover an enormous range. On 
the one hand, major developments continue to take place in computers, 
semiconductors And telec~ications systems, tht· latter extending to mobile 
satellite co~ication services and to cellular 1.ervices, which have extended 
to llO&t aajor urban centres. On the other hand, c:oaputerized fWlCtions such 
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as graphics and electronics mail, together with networking facilities, have 
been extended rapidly and are having increasing impact on most service 
activities. 

Considerable restructuring is taking place in the information-processing 
and telecommunications industry at the global level, in the form of mergers, 
acquisitions and joint ventures. Fujitsu (Japan) has acquired control of ICL 
(UK). AT&T has taken over Paradyne and GTE' s office svi".::ch business in the 
United States and has acquired 11<>st of the teleco..unications business of 
Philips (Netherlands), besides enttring in a joint venture vith Italtel 
(Italy) to make switching and other co11111Unications equipment in Europe. In 
cellular services, Britisch Telecoa acquired 22 per cent of Mccaw Cellular 
Company (USA), while AT&T has expanded its international and national 
operations to hold 20 per cent of the vorJ.d 11arket. Siemens (Germany) and GEC 
(UK) acquired Plessey (UK) and Siemens also acquired Bendix Electronics (USA), 
besides entering joint ventures vith Westinghouse, Intel and Asea Brown 
Boveri. Groupe Bull (France) has joint operations with Olivetti (Italy) and 
Siemens. CGE (Fr.) has acquired ITT's telecOmalllications business in Europe. 
Closer links have also been developed between IBK and Siemens in 
t:eleco~ication operations. The trend has also been towards production of 
far more powerful micro-co111pUters with companies concentrating on increased 
networking and workstations. Mainframes will nevertheless continue to be used 
for major and complex operations and IBM co~tinues to be dominant:, thoagh 
increasingly less so for the computer industry taken as a whole. In the 
fast-expanding personal-computer market, which was estimated at $68 billion in 
1990, l!/ competition has become very intense, with companies such as Compaq 
and Apple increasing their market share, particularly in Europe, and Japanese 
manufacturers competing in most ranges. In semiconductors, there has been a 
growing shift from United States to Japanese companies. While, in 1972, most 
of the top ten producers of 1 K DRAM chips were United States companies, led 
by Texas Instruments and Motorola, by 1981 four of the 10 major producers of 
64K DRAM chips were Japanese, and by 1987, eight out of the nine principal 
producers of 1 million DRAM chips were Japanese. In 1988, Japanese companies 
acquired 85 per cent of the global market for one megabit meMory chips, with 
the share of United States companies, excluding IBM's large-captive 
production, falling to 8 r~r cent. The growing dominance of Japanese 
companies, with the exception of Intel and Motorola corporations, is likely to 
be further extended in the field of "quantum• chips in the near future. The 
demand for new 64-magabit chips, most of which will be met by Japanese 
companies, is expected to increase to $50 billion in 1994-1995, with sales of 
products such as printers, telefax equipment etc. using such chips increasing 
to $2 billion. Apart from dominance of the semiconductor industry, the 
diversified Japanese computer companies, particularly Toshiba, Hitachi, NEC, 
Fujitsu and Mitsubishi Electric, are posing a growing challenge to United 
States companies in most ranges of comp~ters and major components. While 
Toshiba has occupied a dominant position in laptop computers, NEC has 
concentrated on personal computers, while Fujitsu and Hitachi are producing 
mainframes and supercomputers. The latter segment was, till recently, a 
preserve of United States companies, particularly Cray Research Inc., but 
during 1989-1990 stiff competition was being offered by Nippon Electric (NEC), 
Fujitsu and Hitachi, all of which are producing supercomputers of at least 
comparable capability. With growing use of supercomputers in several service 
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branches. such as banking and financial services, the market for this range of 
computers may increasingly be held by Japanese companies. NEC is also 
emerging as a major corporation both in com;aunications and computers and is 
now not only the largest maker of chips but is fourth largest in computers and 
fifth largest in telecommunications. 

As compared to United States and Japanese companies, IBM continues to be 
dominant in Europe with Japanese companies increasingly expanding their 
operations, including through acquisitions. Major European companies, such as 
Siemens with 1990 sales of computers and chips of $7.8 and $1.2 billion 
respectively; Olivetti with computer sales of $7.5 billion; Groupe Bull with 
c<>11puter sales of $6.2 billion; Philips with sales of c0111pUters and chips of 
$1.6 billion and $1.9 billion respectively, and SGS Thoason with sales of 
chips of $1.5 billion, llJ, are considerably behind United States and Japanese 
companies in these fields. Consequently, research expenditure by these 
companies has a~so been 111Uch lover than that of companies such as Hitachi, 
which spends over $3 billion annually on R&D. Possibilities of merger and 
joint ventures or of joint research are under consideration. A joint 
programme for development of software, Eureka Software, has been undertaken by 
14 companies and institutions from five countries. Technology cooperation 
progra11111es in West Europe include Eureka, which extends to research projects; 
Jessi, for development of new semiconductors, and Esprit, which concentrates 
on microelectronics technology. 

Technological developments in informatics still largely emanate from 
United States corporations. The U.S. Department of Defence has provided 
substantial support to high-tech research involving military applications and 
the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has an annual budget of 
$1.4 billion. There is considerable spillover of such R&D to commercial 
applications. With sales of $55-60 billion, and R&D expenditure of over $6 
billion in 1990, IBM continues to be the industry leader, with a dominating 
global role in mainframes and a continuing major presence in personal 
computers and principal components. Other major computer companies such as 
DEC, Unisys, Hewlett Packard, Amdahl, and Apple have, however, faced falling 
sales during 1989-1991, particularly in minicomputers, because of slow 
demand. Some companies such as Compaq have, on the other hand, improved 
foreign sales significantly. Software companies such as Microsoft, Lotus and 
Ashton-Tate continue to play a coma.anding role in global software sales and 
development. Companies such as Sun Microsystems (workstations), Intel 
(microprocessors), Motorola (cellular phones), and Bell Laboratories have been 
pioneering innovativ~ developments in various fields of informatics. Together 
with the E·xtraordinary pace of continuing technological developments, however, 
competitic·n in the information processing industry renaains very intense and 
has become increasingly globalized. 

J. Software 

With the enormous growth of informatics applications and usage, 
particularly in the services sector, there has been exploBive expansion in the 
demand for software, extending from system& software for operation of 
computers and networks to applications software for a wide range of specific 
uses and databases and systems in various fields and sectors. Computer 
software comprises the collection of machine-readable instructions which 
control computer operations, and includes all computer prograa.11e& and 
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descriptions. and supporting 111&terials. A coaputer programme is a set of 
instructions by which a computer performs specific tasks while prograaae 
descriptions include com~lete procedural details relating to a computer 
progra.1111e. Supporting materials include any additional material and 
instructions for assisting the application and usage of a computer programme. 
11f The software sector provides a very wide range of packaged software for 
customer usage in various fields. together vith customized software for 
specific uses, and plays a critical role in-all computer operations. 

Esti .. tes of the worldwide software aarket range froa $65 billion to well 
over $100 billion. A recent esti .. te places the vorld aarket for software and 
computing services at $163 billion in 1991 and at $340 billion by 1996. ~ 
The -jor fields of software development in industrialized countries in the 
early 1980s aay be seen fioa Table 32. 

With the rapid growth of usage of personal computers (PCs), the de .. nd 
for packaged PC software is also projected to increase at a very fast pace. 
This may be seen in Table 33. 

The supply of systeas software was initially provided by computer 
manufacturers, together with applications software for certain functions s~ch 
as payroll systems. accounts and inventories. A large proportion of software 
was also supplied through in-house development by various organizations and, 
up to the mid-1970s. such development covered about 85 per cent of 
requirements of governments and large business organizations. ~ During the 
1980s. howP.ver, there was major expansion of the software market and rapid 
increase in software packages supplied by outside firms. By the early 1980s, 
a survey in the United States indicated that only 19 per cent Qf software run 
on micro-· computers was produced by data-processing departments. and 28 per 
cent was developed by users, against 53 per cent by outside vendors. The 
trend towards outside supply of software increased considerably during the 
1980s. It is estimated that, in the United States alone, there were up to 
25 000 software companies, ~ in a global software market of about $30 
billion by 1987. The revenues fro• information services in the United States 
alone may be seen from the Table 34. The demand for software and 
data-processing services in industrialized countries may be seen from 
Table 35. It is expected that, as against the annual growth of 44 per cent 
during the 1970s of firms dealing with software and computer service~. growth 
of software and related services during the 1990s will continue at around 
30-35 per cent annually, with 40-45 per cent with respect to microcomputer 
software. The demand for packaged software in industrialized countries is, 
however, getting obsolete and there is a growing need for user-friendly 
systems for lllU.ltiple applications and a variety of new features. 

The three principal categories of software may be described as systems 
software, application software and integrated systems. 11/ The growth of 
systems software is largely linked to the aarket for computer hardware. In 
recent years, there has been considerable increase in independent software 
houses dealing with special syste•s, progra..es and database functions, though 
hardware manufacturers continue to play a major role. The moat rapid and 
varied growth has been with respect to applications software, which extends to 
a very wide range of usage. The International Software Directory classifies 
107 groups under several broad categories. By far, the majority of 
applications software has been developed through software companies, with the 
number of companies and range of usage and decision-aid systems, continuing to 
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expand rapidly_ Such software is particularly applicable to the services 
sector, including hospital management, transport systems, finance and banking 
and merchandizing of various products_ Integrated software systems, on the 
other hand, aia at combinir.g different systems and sharing data and results 
480ng various programmes and different lccations_ The range of software 
products in this field is growing rapidly, including Wordstar, Windows, 
Perfectvriter, Topview, Symphony and others_ With increasing use of 
aicrocomputers, there is growing need for integration both between 
aicrocomputers and between mainfraaes and ai.crocomputers. The growth of 
artificial intelligence technologies would also necessitate a graving range of 
new and specialized software_ 

A 11ajor problem in software is the lack of standardization and the 
existence of several competing standards. At the same time, certain software 
packages are playing a dominating role at present in their areas of 
application. These include Microsoft's KS/DOS systea, which is used on IBM 
and IBK-coapatible machines; Lotus 1-2-3 which covers 60 per cent of 
spreadsheets; Ashton Tate's dBase systea, which concentrates on the database 
market, and Apple's software system. The UNIX system, developed by AT&T, is 
also highly efficient with a wide range of applications but is often 
considered more difficult to use_ Mainframe software vendors tend to 
concentrate on management inforaation functions and database management. 
While 11ainfra11e vendors are relatively few, the number of microcomputer 
software companies has increas~ considerably, creating an enormous variety of 
programmes_ At the same time, dfmand for new software progra111111es continues to 
increase rapidly_ 

The United State~ continues to be dominant with respect to computer 
software_ United States companies have 57 per cent ($62.7 billion) of the 
global market for software and related services (estimated to be $110 million 
by International Data Corporation).~ With sales exceeding $1 billion in 
1990, the PC software sector is dominated by Microsoft, with its MS/DOS and 
OS-2 operating systems supplied to IBM PCs and its clones, besides its Excel 
spreadsheet and its Windows and Microsoft word text processing programmes. 
The market for PC spreadsheets is dominated by Lotus, with 65 per cent of the 
$600 million market in 1988. Ashton-Tate's d8ase programme for PC databases 
continues to have a market share of 45 per cent, in this $444 million market 
segment. ATT&T's Unix operating system is increasingly used as comparable to 
OS/2 in scope and functions. Computer Associates had sales of over $600 
million in 1987. Several other software firms, such as Adobe (Postscript for 
desktop publishing), are expanding rapidly in specialized market segments of 
software. The subsector employs 1.2 million programmers and software 
engineers in the United States, besides 200,000 others in related jobs. In 
comparison, the share of other countries comes to 13 per cent ($14.3 billion) 
for Ja~an; 8 per cent ($8.8 billion) for France; 7 per cent ($7. 7 billion) for 
Germany; 6 per cent ($6.6 billion) for Britain; 3 per cent ($3.3 billion) for 
Canada and 6 per cent for other countries. The United States lead has been 
partly due to the country being the major informatics market in recent decades 
but also largely due to the innovative capability of its software developers 
and support of venture capital. At the same time, there is likely to be 
growing competition, mainly from other industrialized countries. In Japan, 
the emphasis on quality manufacture by integrated companies such as Fujitsu 
and Hitachi, and as reflected in the high quality software for Japanese 
electr~nics export products, may increasingly pose a major challenge to United 
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States software companies_ European software companies, such as SAP in 
Walldorf, Germany; Logica and HicroFocus in the United Kingdom, and CAP Gemini 
Segeti from France, are also expanding, with growing sales in the United 
States market. 

There has also been considerable growth in software progra1B11ing in 
certain developing countries, such as Brazil, India and Singapore. While 
software and computer services in Brazil were the highest among developing 
countries ($4.2 billion in 1987), but largely geared to the internal market, 
software exports from India and Singapore increased considerably during the 
1980s. India has about 100,000 software professionals, available at much 
lower cost than in industrialized countries. India's market for software and 
related services rose from $11 million in 1984 to $337 million by 1987 and 
substantial exports are taking place (about $70 million annually). including 
through contract programming through United States banks and companies such as 
Digital Equipment, Texas Instruments and Hewlett Packard. In Singapore, 
special efforts are being made by the National Computer Board to encourage 
software exports through research grants and other assistance. China and 
Taiwan Province have also undertaken major progra1111es to develop software. 

Software progra11111ing and packaging presents considerable potential for 
developing countries which have, or can develop, pools of talent in this 
field. The development of software is basically different from hardware in 
that it does not require any major investment and is primarily 
ldbour-intensive. T'ne demand for software is growing rapidly both in 
industrialized and developing countries where computer usage is being 
extended, particularly in several Asian and Latin American countries. Apart 
from meeting internal software de1J1and in these countries, including 
adaptations necessary to well-developed programmes of Microsoft, Lotus and 
other major software packages in industrialized countries, there is 
considerable potential for software exports from developing countries. Joint 
ventu~es have been set up with some computer manufacturers, as in the case of 
Tata-Burroughs (now Tata-Unisys), and also with software producers. 

The development of relatively low-pricl!d micro-computers and the fall in 
the price of highly-efficient semiconductors provide considerable potential 
for a number of developing countries to undertake software programming. This 
can not only meet internal software requirements in these countries, with 
possibilities of exports because of 1111.ach-cheaper labour, but could provide 
significant employment opportunities for trained personnel in these fields. 
It is estimated that over 300,000 persons are employed in computer s~rvices 
and software at present. This nt111ber can i:>e expected to increase to well over 
600, 000 by the mid-l990s. ~1uch of this additional workforce could be located 
in developing countriP.s, provided adequate huaan resource development and 
training in computer progra11111iug can be ensured. 
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Table 13. 
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Table 14. 

lllfilrUdcml • ncial mrket Klhily, 1912-1911 
(Billiom ol dollan) • 

Aclivily Yea UnilrdSllleS Japms Olber developed Od.:r Toal t 
f 
• 

llllmtdlioltlll bolld issws 
1982 lS.3 S.9 38.• 14.7 1•3 
1983 7.9 11.3 37.9 16.7 73.8 
198' 24.8 1.5.8 .51..5 163 108.• 
198.5 40.6 20.0 112 U,.7 16' . .5 
1986 •1.6 31.8 124.9 232 221..5 
1917 22.6 •23 88.6 22.1 17.5.6 
1988 17.• .50.6 124.9 33.4 226.3 

~fodliliu 
1982 o.• 0.0 1.3 0.7 2.• 
1983 0.4 0.6 2.0 0.3 3.3 
198' 3.0 02 1•2 1.4 18.8 
198.5 16..5 0..5 30.8 2..5 .503 
1986 19.0 10.• 38.6 3.1 71.1 
1917 1.5.0 10.0 •3.4 1.8 70.2 
1988 9.8 S.9 S4.7 6.7 n.1 

Total11«wili.el 
1982 1.5.7 S.9 39.7 1.5.• 76.7 
1983 8.3 11.9 39.9 17.0 77.l 
191& 27.8 16.0 6.5.1 17.7 127.2 
1985 .57.l 20..5 1~0 292 21•.8 
1986 60.6 422 163 . .5 u,3 292.6 
1987 37.6 .523 132.0 23.9 24.5.8 
1988 212 S6.S 179.6 40.1 303.• \ 

S~d boM loau " ~· 1982 7.0 0.1 3.5.• S6.9 99.• 
1983 3.4 0.1 192 29.l Sl.8 
191& 3.6 0.3 12.S 202 36.6 
1985 2.1 - 1.S 11..5 21.1 
1986 3.8 0.3 14.1 19.6 37.8 
1987 1.5.8 0..5 .59.8 11.8 87.9 
1988 101.7 

Sowu: Ba far lnlermdaall Sealemen11, AlllUIOl R1porr (vsicul illuel); Blllk of Enpnd. QllOTterly Blllk.'ilt 
(Febrmry 1989). 
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Table 15. 
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Table 16. The status af consumer bankinq technology, 1985 

Country ATM networks EFT/POS In-home bankinq 

Australia l 3 4 
Belgiua l 3 5 
Brazil l 3 4 
canada 1 3 3 
France l 2 2 

Geraany, Fed.Rep. of 2 3 3 
Bong Kong 1 2 2 
Indonesia 5 5 5 
Ireland l 3 3 
Italy 2 3 4 

Japan 1 3 3 
Lwrellbourg 1 3 5 
Malaysia 2 4 4 
Mexico 2 5 3 
Netherlands 2 3 5 

New Zealand 1 3 3 
Norway 1 2 4 
Panaaa 1 4 5 
Philippines 1 4 4 
Singapore 1 4 3 

South Africa 2 3 3 
Spain 1 2 3 
Sweden 1 3 2 
Switzerland 1 3 3 
United KingdOlll 1 3 3 
United States 1 3 3 

Source: Touche Ross lnternational, •The impact of technology on banking• 
{Nev York, Touche Ross, 1985), p. 9. 

l - Widespread penetration of technology among large.small banks. 
Growth rate slowed. 

2 - Limited penetration primarily amonq large banks. Acceptance on 
widescale basis expected within 3 to 5 years. 

3 - Current e:.q>erience li•ited to testinq mode. Broader acceptance 
possible over the next S years. 

4 - Not operational even on test basis-conceptual phase. Acceptance 5+ 
years away. 

5 - No plans or diacussion lUIOOCJ aajor banks. Acceptance not likely 
before •id-1990s. 
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Table 17. 
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Table 18. 
iw..ae demity IDd paundaa: pre.i •ill Mlect.td ecmm1ies, t• •d 1"7 

•• lill • Pmnimnlin Premnmasa PremimasiD 
,,._. __ 

dollan patellllp dollars paa.aap GDP i Comury/larilary pa~• of GDP pa~ of GDP percapila 

INw/ot* rrttrizt tCOllOllliu 
f 
• 

Ausallia 481.8 4.96 677.9 Bl 11992 
Ausuia 377.2 3.96 830.4 4.75 IS S22 
~ 44S.4 4.00 673.7 4.17 14373 
Cllildl 520.4 S.11 1668.2 S.41 16161 
Dmnlrt SO'l.5 4.25 9Ul 4.J 19751 
Fmlmd ~.4 S.11 I 074.6 Bl 18163 
Frm:e 419.2 3.69 898.1 S.Q6 IS8S4 
Gmuay, Fcdrnl Republic of 6S3.9 5.29 1329.9 6.4 18 273 - G..ce 43.S 1.1 63.1 l.2A 4n3 
lnel 126.J 3.('9 444.6 5.4 7941 
hlly 127.l 2.00 344.J 2.35 13 219 1..- 506.9 5.12 1974.S 8.69 19437 
rueai11u1 355.6 '105.4 3.35 
Nemlmdl 603.1 5.47 lOU.7 6.291 4S4l 
Norway 513.2 3.97 1 Oil.I S.QI 19941 

t:..•Afnc. 61.6 l.76 101.7 2.69 
121.1 4.46 251.0 10.0 2S07 

$pliD 90.1 1.77 279.6 3.31 7449 
Sweden S18.9 4.0S 920.9 4.49 18174 
Swiaalllld 960.6 6.QI 24'7.2 1,02 26158 

=~ 
3.7 0..34 6.0 

ssu S.71 1121.I I.JS 11 9'23 
UniledS- 133.7 7.23 l9'l.3 S.41 18436 

Alll* 2'.S 37.3 1.36 =- 123.2 ?.23 26.4 I.I 
214l :- 14.3 0.91 10.1 0.86 

Cbile 22.s 30.6 2.2 
~· CbiN 0.1 1.9 276 ~ 

Cobnbil 13.1 17.l U3 1217 J 

llldil 2.7 1.13 4.2 1.29 326 .... Iii 2.2 0.5 3.1 0.92 Q m (llbmic ,_..,al) 10.1 13.S 0.21 
~ 14.3 32.1 1.9 

3s0 = ...... of 
11.3 

2.8i 
1.4 2.42 

39.4 26U 8.16 2925 
KllWli& 171.1 136.9 1.27 104SO 
Maim 21.0 0.14 II.I l.o2 Ins 
t.boc:co 15.1 1.92 14.6 ... = 1.9 2.3 o.a 271 

2.0 2.2 0.66 332 ... 1.4 1.0S 9J l.OI 
600 Jlleilill . 10.0 10.6 l.71 

Sb
4

• llU 1.d6 m.J 2.91 7623 TliflL ,__ ofCllila 44.2 16U 3.33 
187 n.ilmd 6.1 0.19 12.2 IJ5 

Tmilil 17.6 1.31 2ll 1.57 1265 

~'• 49.9 
1.li 

35.0 1.11 2545 
79.1 6ll 2.26 2699 .,.,,.... 32.6 4.75 
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Table 19. 

TOlll wartd immwe ..... bJ np.. .,__. Ul'7 
(Premiums m billicm m c1o111n IDd pamllll'e) 

1980 1917 
~ Jib\•• PU ·-

202.3 ~ 419.5 
140.6 31.6 331.6 
67.1 15,6 270.2 

5.0 1.l 12A 
8,6 2.0 6.4 
7.9 I.I 12.9 

431.5 100.0 I 070.0 

""'°le 

.a,1 
31,6 
25,3 

J,l 
0,6 
1.l 

100.0 
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Table 20. 

WMIS...UT,..,t,C...,,,G,..,1'11.-IJl1(Elll IP t) 
~ 

S'-no{-U • .S-.'Jl~ ... 1!zc-Jt» ... -,,,;,. ,_.. 
G.-1.-'-'~ Goo4r U"'-'1M., "1c-,1ro.p 

' 
,,,,._ 0,, All ,,..,_ Dry All , •••• l c_,,... c,,,.~ mrio ,.,,,. c,,,.~ _,., sooU Glfr orr 

Dawlapid..- .. 4 
1970 2.0 ?7.l .a.o 31.l I0.4 79-6 79.l 79.9 13.9 86..6 ' 1917 lU ?7..5 6'.3 ..,_, 72.l 12.3 61.3 67.9 6SJ 61.l 

Ni. .... map. ... Alia 
;970 3.4 l.O I.I 6.l 1.7 I.I 5.1 l..S 1.9 6.6 
1917 u 17.7 u u 3.5 O.I 10.0 7.0 12.1 99 

0-,..,...• = 
1970 9U 64.9 31.9 62.1 17.9 19.4 15.1 16.6 6.7 6.3 
1917 74.l 54.1 21..5 4'.9 2U 16.9 ?7.7 25.l 20.9 20.9 

Africa 
1970 rJ 2.3 9.1 1'.l 1.7 u 3.6 2.9 0.4 0.3 
1916 21.1 I.I 5.0 IG.6 ,, 2.3 4.6 4.7 1.3 1.l 

l.aia~--c...... 
1970 12.1 3'.4 13.1 !6.0 10..5 S.6 4A 7.l 2.9 2.7 
1916 11.7 lU 13.1 13.0 '.j 4.1 4A 4.7 4.1 3.9 

Alia 
1970 '6.t ?7.0 I.I JU ,,, l.l 6.7 u 3.4 3.3 
1916 40.9 34.1 u 21.4 12.l 9A lU 1'..5 14.0 14.4 

!-..•~ 
1'70 IL&. 0.1 0.1 OA IL&. 0.6 OA O.l a.a. 0.7 
1916 IL&. 0.3 0.7 OA 0.7 l.G 1.0 0.9 u 1.4 

&&Nil ........ 
,,.., ... 7 ........ 1-.;aT, .......... -... 

a.FwlnD.~-----.... y ..... 
"'9;,_1"7.Y ..... il .... ~--. ... 
...... o.n.i&. 
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Table 21. 

Warlll_..llTMll_. remlpes. tm.i.8 

Anmllll Baril" 
A..idlqel/ Billicmal Mmlcbmael/ 

Yem (MiDiam) ~) clDUlll (Ptaoea-.) 

1950. 1960 25.u9J 10.6 2.1-6.9 12.6 
1960· 19'10 69.>1S9.7 8.7 6.!J.17,9 10.1 
19'10. 19'0 159.7·214.I S.6 17,9.IOZ.4 II.I 
1911 211.1 1.4 IOU 1.9 
1912 216.8 ·0.7 91.6 ·S.S 
1913 21U ·OJ ., ·0.1 
19" 311.2 9.4 102.5 4.1 
191S 32.S.7 4.7 101.l S.4 
1916 332.9 2.2 130.1 20.4 
1917 351.7 7.7 lSl.7 21.0 
1911W J90.0 1.7 195.0 22.9 

Sower. Wadd T.-Orae•••i•, ea..-... tl/T.n. Slttll.rtla: 191U·l9'7 (Mlddd. 1911). 
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Table 22 . 

. . Ptojeclad,.. world ...... .,..... U17.1'f'7 (tuhdU. iDftMian •••' , ,.. .......... ) 

WOO.wide 1eaw!IMQt1Mi• reweaue 
MOlllll'tlltlbll 

Went lftlll product 
(lilliOlll m dollln) 

Went tomism - u 
perc:cDllp « =r poll pm.ct (pcn:emap) 

BjQjcm ti.Wm 
1987 1997 

205 33' 

ISi 2S1 

1m 193 

U5 229 

14.7 21.9 

lU 1~ 

s.o 

s.o 

6.0 

4.0 

4.1 

Sowce: Sammet R. W11rn,. T1w Trowl ,,,._.,World Ttar6oot. Vol. JJ, T1w Bif Pialn (New Ymt, C1liJd 
llld Wiim Inc~ 1989). 
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Table 23. 

~ 1970 1917 • 
~comlries 82.7 79.l i DMlapills COlllUiel 17.0 19.0 

E.amllndiltlllell/ 0.3 1.9 f 

WemnE.ape 6U 63.0 • 
Nania AIDerica 192 13.0 

Middle6- 1.9 2.0 

Alia 
,,, 11.0 

Africa 1.3 3.0 

....... America JO.$ 7JJ 

Scleclml f.lmr1l Emapmt w 0.3 1.0 

Latlillf aporlD'I: 

SpliB 92 lo.3 

UlliledS- 12.I lo.3 

lllly 9.0 u 
Pr..:e 7.3 1.3 

U1liled ICinldam 5.7 72 

A.-il 5..5 6.2 

a.-y, Fedeml lepablic ~ 7.3 5., 

Swiaalli&d 5.0 3.8 

c.-. 6.4 3.3 

Maico 6.4 2.4 

...-...sLaemli•i 1.9 2.1 

-~ Ne*dlldl 2.4 1.9 
, .. as.. 1.1 1.6 

Silpparc Qj u 
~ ltepilMil ~ 0.1 1..5 

Sowc.: IMfbe"e=4111JWF .,......, 

" ....... Hmlpry, •«i ia..SCllill. w,...,.._, ... ._ je 
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Table 24. 

llealth-care aarket• ln the united States, Japan and SOllM! 

European countri•• ln 1913 <••tiaated valuee) (includin9 
all devicea, diagnostics, equii-ent and supplies and 
excludincJ aervicee) 

--------------------------- --------------------------------------------------
Health-care expenditures 

----------- ------------ ------------------------Country Population US dollars Products 111POrted Growth rate 
(ailliona) per capita <•Ulton (percentage) (percentage 

us dollars) !/ ---------------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ------------ -----------Onited Stat•• 236 l,SOO U,500 20 6-8 
Japan 120 500 3,050 20 2-3 
Ped. Rep. Of 

Ger•ny 62 950 l,750 55 4-5 
Prance 55 800 l,050 60 4-5 
onited ling&. 56 450 950 40 2-3 
Italy 51 340 800 45 2-3 
Spain 39 300 300 60 2-3 
Other Mlected 80 400 l,600 60 4-5 
--------------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ------------ -----------Total 706 151 24,000 
--------------- ---------- ----------- ----------- ------------ ------------

Sources Blcmec5ical Bu•ineaa International, vol. VII, 1984, p.1~2. 

!/ Batiaated average annual rate of C)rowth for medical product iaports 
1913-1987. 

btrapolattng frca that, the total world aarket is •bared CJeoc.iraphically 
approalutely u followaa Oftited Statea1 50 par cent, Japans 10 per c•ntJ 
weetern Buropea 25 per cent, and others 15 per cent. 
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Table 25. 

Value of shif!!nt• of lledical and dentAl instruaents 
in the United States, 1911-1916 

(Millions of us dollars) 

' SIC group 1981 1914 !I 1915 ~ ! 1916 Sf 
I 

X-ray apparatus and tubes 4 565 4 661 4 926 5 621 

Surgical and lledical instrU11ents 4 143 4 495 4 617 4 857 

surgical appliance• and supplies 6 044 6 473 6 615 68'7 

Dental equipient and supplies l 117 1 147 l 171 l 211 

Total •hipients 16 069 16 776 17 ))6 11 518 

Sources 1916 U.S. Industrial outlooks U.S. Deparblent of C:O...rce, 
International Trade Adainistration (ITA), Washington 1916. 

!f BstiutH except for exports and imports. 
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Firm 

s..&A~Plc 
$.-:bi • 5-:bi 
Mvcnitiftl Worldwide 
illb:r Spidvopl 
Biia Worldwide 

Dmlmlnt. 
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Table 26. 

Tile .. llrpsl 8d\IUtisiDa ....... t• 
(Millions of dollan) 

World-wide billings World-wide poa inoome 

13529 1990 

9450 1229 

The fnfapublic Groap ol Companies 80C2 l 2ti0 
t.tce.t-Erdlon Worldwide 
LiJas Worldwide lac. 

WPP Groap Pie. 7 82.S 1173 
J. WlllicrThc•lllD' 

()mjmm Groap nm 986 
BBDO Worldwide 
DOB Neecllm Worldwide 

Osil¥Y 
opvy .t Mldla' Worldwide 

5103 86S 

Yom11 A Rubie& Inc. 5390 758 
Yeu11 A hbicMn 

FOGie~ ......... 4358 653 
~ Cme A Bieldiq 
Pablicil ........ .................. 3939 ~22 

D' M;J Mllill 8- .t 8owlea 3361 429 

TCllll 68669 9865 

.so.ire.: ~ ""· (l9 ..... 1919). 
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'!'¥>IP 28. ,,,,. ten larqest IEClllltirq finm anl t:teir Cocf!ign afCilimf'll, 1986 

l'bl'e iqn at f 11 iatee 
l'Ultler of Ctlllt>er! 

........ i l1XJN.' partners lle¥e l.q:ied cnrttr lea Dl!¥e 1.q>iniJ CXU!t~ ies 
(Millial (Millial tUtJer 
ti::>llars) cbllars! of staff 

PerCl!n- Fl!fCl!n- Fl!fCl!n-
~ Uge Uge l.hited Welltern ab- i.tin Sib-... Mime ~ CXU'ltry TtJtal forei!!J 'lbtal torei!!J 'lbtal forei!!J States Canme J!I!!!! 8Jrqip Other total ""9rica Mrica Aeia tDtal ~ 

l l'\rttur ll'\1 ttd Stat.ell l 924 :YJ 1 847 37 )6 117 44 7 3 64 8 82 17 3 l9 59 141 .9' 
Nm1'91!1\ • <h. !I 

2 Q:qler•. U'Uted Stat.ell 1 695 50 3 075 66 38 500 65 10 8 166 65 249 44 35 69 148 397 t:v' 
l.¢canl~ 

3 ~t lh1 ted Stab!& 1 672 !I 35 2 726 49 32 183 55 27 5 87 49 168 40 32 57 129 297 ! 
Mantick !/ 

4 Enwt. I.hi ted States l 492 !I 39 2 640 57 28 800 56 76 9 78 48 211 44 8 69 121 332!y' 
111\U.., .!¥ 

5 Prioe lkli ted States 1 488 !I 50 2 291 69 32 725 67 23 7 122 4l 193 66 29 49 144 337 y 
Naterhame !I 

6 f\rtruo· ' lk>i ted States l 427 57 2 572 70 29 000 69 24 16 119 39 198 37 14 l9 90 288 .11 
Yarq .!¥ 

7 Deloitte lkli ted St.ates 1 188 50 2 192 65 26 774 65 31 7 165 49 152 3l 29 90 150 302 .11 
Ra!lil. 11111 • Se Us 
lntemmtiaial .!¥ 

8 'lWche ltlE lk>ited Sc.ates 1 151 51 2 600 68 27 500 10 42 15 169 51 277 41 19 77 137 414 y 
lntematimal ~ 

9 IUynYt!ld NPtherlams l 137 !I 89 3 263 •• 30 894 .. 98 50 5 180 63 396 28 19 55 102 498 !V 
Kain Goerdeler y 

10 Binder Di jke Nether lams 531 •• 1 344 .. 13 027 .. 46 66 3 116 27 2§8 11 6 19 )6 294J/ 
Ottey 

~'=!: l.IC"l'C, l'bl'eign Direct ll'M!!tlt:ftnt and Tr-tiaial Cbrpoc:atima in ServiOPB (Uiited Natima ?Elicatial, Sales M:>. !.89.II.,..l), ..,,... table 
e.1, I"· 194-196. 

~' Witln.Jt oxreep;otdl!r1ts that a:i lOCl'k for other fil"llB, 11'\l.1'!18 othenliBI! inUcated. 
_9' Irrludee corn·~::nlent.s. 
r;/ Dllta are for all lll!llDM fi1'1111 plus referred lOCl'k by auociated finn111 corre11p:u181ts ecrllded. 
gt Mlllber firm ally. 
!/ Milltlt!C and rept"~tiYI!! fil'WI. 
f/ AC 11erqed vith Peat~ick in 1987. h new fim is kro.n as KlynYeld ~t MllNic:k G\:Prdeler (Ja'RI(;) intematimally, anl ~t Mllrvick Miiin in 
- the tklited States. 
31' EiN -rqed vith 1'Dcne Riddell, April 1986. Figures irrlude 1'Dcne Riddell, but lccatima with ll'Cl'e thM aie ctfioe are auited ally <n:ll!. 

111 Mlllber, rept"esentatiYI!! an! corresprdent fir. irrll.ded. 
Y Mllltler, corr~t an! affiliated filWI ircllded. 
y Mlllt;ipr am axreep:rdent fi~ irrluded. 
kl M!lltler, rept"esentati"" an! affiliated f i rftl ire luded. 
y '!be bD lklited Kirqtb fi._ <1 this intt>m11tiaial 9f'0.4> lll!rqal 1 May 1987. Dearden Farrow (l.hited ICingdan) '°" internationally linked to l!JX>. 

n. other lll!llber finllB of Derder Fart'OI lntem11tiaial haw fumed a new 111111CCiatial called Su!mit Intem.tim.11 thl!ir fee incaM la llbJut 
$200 Millian. 
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Table 29. 

n.a.._., .. .,.._ .............. u. 
(Milliam al dollln) • 

' Fee!pk 4 
• ~ 

W~widl UnirlldS- W~widl imJl.-C:J .... ,.. (perc:amae) 

I JCPli«i UlliledS- 3900 1640 62'00 651»15.oo 
2 AlllWA ...... UllilldS- 2820 1700 4.5900 ~ 
3 CoapenaL,..... UlliledS-. 2500 4.5000 
.4 PricaW......_ UllillldS- 2211 960 38500 5Yl211~ 
.5 fas. MillllJ UlliledS- 2191 1174 3.5600 ~ 
6 Ama'Yoms UllilldS- 2053 143 33000 59/lll*W 
7 Delailll fflltim. Sell UlliledS-. l 9'll l20 31000 61/lM4NJ 
I Ta.cllllta. UllilldS.. IMO IOO 33000 56'17/18'911 
9 BDOBildlr Mr•rrlmdl 713 155 12421 58frl/10fJl2 

10 a.-na.. UlliledS.. 721 191 11692 
II NarndaAHarwl* UllilldS- 556 31.5 11200 6MYJJJNJ 
12 ..... .,...... lJllilldK ..... 477 36 9744 
13 l>mYoaad) .... UailedS- 402 292 1049 
14 SpicsA"51 't"• lllilldK ..... m 70 9355 
IS 5-illalta 366 114 6361 5YX)fJ!J/51J 

\ 16 ....... KmForm' lJmilldK ..... 317 " 7'11f7 59AIZl/12.41'.2/3 
\' 17 Clllt s...... LMlllllill UllilldS- 291 120 3MO StlWl 7/1/1. 

11 ~-.-- UllilldS.. 265 1106 w.I5/CW 
19 Mocnbpt Ullilld htdom 263 6' 4.525 4f/JHJlJ/6ll 

20 ...................... 199 40'3 61J17/l2AG ............ 19443 uoo 325000 
Tap20._ 24456 1096' 41.5000 

Solnr: ,..,__,A~l .... Da:mlbs 1911. 
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Table 30. 

'J'be 20 larp:st m&mllflMDt~ultiftl firms. (91'7 

(Millions of dollars) 

World-wide UniledSwes Number of professiouals 
F11m Country revenues a/ revenues II wortd-wide_M~ 

1 Anhur Andersen UniredSwes 838 522 9(00 
2. Minh cl McLennan UruledSwes 530 393 6400 
3. McKmey UniredSwes 510 2S5 1600 
4. TowenPmm UniredSwes 465 380 3085 
5. PeaMlrwict UniredSwes 438 253 4700 
6. BoozAllen UniredSwes 412 345 2100 
7. Coopers cl Lybrand UniredSwes 381 199 4700 
8. Ernst 4: Whinney UniredSwes 374 230 3 25~ 
9. Price Wllertlouse UniredSwes 345 160 4300 
10 Surchi .t S111tlu Unired Kingdom 267 176 1500 
11 ToucheRoss UniredSwes 248 157 2100 
12 Wyaa UniledSwes 237 207 I (j(){J 
13 Anhur D. Lillle UniredSwcs 218 151 1500 
14 Deloiae Ha.Uins UniredSwes 209 91 2300 
15 AnhurYoung Unired SlaleS 204 133 2400 
16 Bain UniredSwcs 200 140 800 
17 PA Mmlqement Consult Unired Kingdom 175"' 
18 A leuader Proudfoot UniredSllleS 170 60 1100 
19 Hewitt Associales UniledSwes 161 152 1400 
20 American Manqemen1 UniredSwes 145 145 1600 

SySlemS 

Toul 6527 4149 

Sowce: ·A SineyofManagementConsubing", TM Economist. 13 February 1988; Consultant News.Directory 
of tlw Largest U.S. M01t1Jge1W111 Co11Sllhiltg Finns (1988). 

rl Mlnlgement ldvUory mvice re~ues only. 
~ As defaned by ~y; does not include support suff. 
f,/ 1986 revenues. 
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Table J1. 

Dt • 15 ... ill ftMBPllllr..,... 

(Milliam ~ dolllrs) 

Sc:niia llM'*' Paa;qe 
1988 1917 dllDFI/ MaltetsblRb' Homemmy 

I Eleanmic Olla s,.. 1907.6 1440..5 32.'3 9.7 UniledS.-s 

2 lllW Ille. 1805.0 I 7m.O 1.40 9.1 Uaired SllleS 

3 A ...... Olla PftJceaiDI 1617.0 1467.0 I 0..22 8.2 UniledS... 

• CCJlllllUIS SciaK:es I 2.S3., 1133.8 10.55 6.3 UniledSllleS 

s ArdllrA ...... 1158..5 7m.9 6U2 S.9 Unilal S-=s 

6 COllllol Dllll 111'.l 196.4 2A.30 S.6 UnilalSllleS 
7 Cap Gemini 5oFi 976.S 612.3 43.12 4.9 Frn:e 

8 IBM 935.0 m.o 10.00 4.7 Uniled S111e1 
9 NTT 147.0 S6S.6 49.75 4.3 1..-
10 Ullilys ru.o 800.0 3.13 4.l UniledS.-s 
II MtDaanell Doaala 791.0 82.S.4 (4.17) 4.0 Uniled SllleS 
12 Mlftia Mllicaa 743.4 615.7 '·'I 3.8 UniledS111e1 
13 E.mlm 508.9 40U 25.n 2.6 UnilalS.-
14 Gemlll Elearic '95.0 450.0 10.00 2.S UailiedSlllel 

IS Americm Upea 446.9 383.0 16.68 23 UniledS111e1 

Sowu: o....iall (IS Jim 1989). p. 61. 

I/ In local ammcy, Cap Gemini's .mta maua ~up 41.9 per CCIII ID S.8 billion hies llld Nn"1 were 
up 32. 7 per CCIII ID IOU billioa ya. 

b' Pin: er ...... rA Dim wima 100 sc:mca ~ 
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Table 32. Major areas of software developnent in 
advanced countries, 1982 

(Billion dollars) 

Sales Major Global .. rket 
revenue area share <•> 

USA 10.3 Packaged 1/v (51) 70 
France 1. 3 CustOllS s/v (70) 5 - 1 
Japan 1. 2 Cu1t011S s/w (15) 5 - 1 
UK 0.7 Integrated s/v (54) 2 - 3 

Source: EIAIC/Information Indust~ Yearbook, 1986, Korea. 

Note: Nlmt>ers in parentheses are percentages. 

Table 33. Packaged PC software market, 1984-1990) 

(In bill~on dollars) 

Year Total us 0Ut1tde us 

1184 11.1 8.4 2.7 
1115 13.2 t.7 3.5 
1HI 1e.2 11.e .... 
1917 20.5 14.3 e.2 , ... 21.3 17.t 8.4 
1Ht 34.2 22.7 t1 .5 
1tt0 45.0 29.2 15.8 

Source: ADI, 1117. 
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Table 34. Revenue of United States information 
services industry 

(In U.S. dollars billions) 

1971 1112 1911 1tt2 

Processing services 5.51 12.41 21.32 31.2 
(2019) (2130) (2110) 

Sof tvare products 0.94 5.30 14.71 52.2 
(1 ,2) ( 1879) (2705) 

Professional 1.23 5.33 11.0I 33.t 
Mintenance services (550) (1341) (1555) 

Integrated 3.32 1.15 13.3 
turnkey syst .. (111') (1182) 

Totll 1.15 H.43 54.0I 137.1 
(3311) (1470) (1532) 

Sources: ce:D, 1985: IPA, Informatization White Paper, 
CoapJter F.dge, Japan, 1988. 

Note: Nl.Jlt>ers in parentheses are .the nuit>er of c:oq>anies 
concentrating on the corresponding category. 
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Table 35. Data processing expenditures for softvare and 
services, 1985-1990 

(In billions of U.S. dollars) 

1985 1990 Orowth rate 

Australia 1,040 2,310 19 s 
France 3,493 9,111 21 • 
Gerwany 2,719 9,034 27 s 
Italy 1,591 4,277 22 • 
J1oan 3,950 15,239 31 • 
Norw1y 451 1,015 11 • 
Sweden H2 1,711 21 • 
Swttzerland 511 1,580 20 • 
Untted Ktngdm 2,IOO 1,000 22 • 

Source: AOl/ec.outerworld, cw cc-m1c1t1on, ""· 

Note: Here,eoftva.re and services include packaged and 
custc:iiiiSoftware purchase and consultancy, training, pt"ocessing 
services (batch and remote). About 57 per cent of the total 
was software in Europe in 1983. 
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SECTION IV 

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL POLICY ISSUES FOR DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES REGARDING INFORMATICS IN THE SERVICE SECTOR 

5 -:.t. 

National policies in developing countries on informatics and the service 
sector 111Ust be viewed, firstly, in relation to overall Jevelopment and usage 
of informatics and, secondly, on the role envisaged for particular service 
subsectors. Increased usage of computers and telecommunications, including 
local manufacture of hardware and peripherals and software development, uy 
not necessarily be directly related to the service sector, though these 11&y 
well have earliP.r apnlication in subsectors such as international and local 
banking transactions and in airlines, transport and hotel operations tha~ in 
other fields. Whil•: there is obvious interaction between inforaatics and the 
needs of various service subsectors, the extension of infonaatics facilities 
and systems involves substantial resource outlays, high levels of skills and 
other major constraints for 111<>st developing countries and such extension 
would, in most country situations, be a gradual process. The role of 
particular servi~e subsectors in the development process of particular 
countries may also be an important determinant for informs.tics development. 
In countries aiming to develop as global or regional centres for financial 
transactions, the latest facilities for international transfer of funds and 
information is an essential prerequisite. Similarly, in island economies with 
major tourism prospects, the use of informatics for tourism developments may 
be of vital significance. 

It is increasingly recognized by policy-makers and decision-makers in 
developing countries that informatics and information-handling technologies 
have an important role to play not only in the manufacturing sector but also 
in the development of services, such as b..1.nlcing and financial services and 
insurance, tourism and travel, air and maritime transport, consulting and 
professional services and healthcare and social services. 

Developments and applications in informatics and services in any modern 
economy are mutually intertwined. Effective information technology facilities 
and products are important for the grovt:h of service activities. Similarly, 
services actually create new markets for manufactured goods, result in lower 
costs for manufacturers and are central to increasing the valuesadded by 
roanufactured products. The same policy approach that stimulates or retards one 
sector will generally affect the other in similar ways. An appropriate policy 
framework must include development of the service sector as an essential 
element for over1ll na~ional economic growth. 

The development of the informatics sector and its extension to service 
activities is of vital interest to developing countries as thi~ constitutes a 
critical phase of industrial and technological development. Such development 
is essential, both from the viewpoint of creating new employment opportunities 
and of developing competitive skills and capability in a period of rapid 
technological change. It needs to be emphasized that informatics often 
involves less capital investment than many other sectors. The nuaber of jobs 
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created through an investment of, say, $1 million, tends to be higher in 
informatics than for several production sectors. The increased use and 
development of inf oraatics in developing countries is also essential for 
overall technological development and capability to participate effectively in 
international .. rkets. Usage of COllpUters and modern co-..nications equipment 
and systems needs to be gradually extended to various service sectors for 
greater efficiency and competitive capability in these fields. While the 
nature of application and usage .. y not be as extensive as in industrilized 
countries, inforaatics applications in services cover a wide range and have 
considerable potential for usage in all countries. At the same time, 
capability has also to be developed with respect to both hardware and 
software. It is essential, therefore, to develop a concerted strategy for 
production of software and such elements of hardware as aay be feasible from a 
techno-economic point of view. 

There is considerable scope for blending inforwatics applications in 
traditional service flUlCtions and ar.tivities, though this needs to be 
carefully assessed. Such ble:lding is much more practicable than extending new 
informatics applications to industry and .. nufa.:ture. While use of CAD/CAM 
needs to be made in various production sectors, a wide range of informatics 
applications can be extended to service functions fairly easily. Siailarly, 
while numerically- controlled .. chine tools may need to be increasingly 
utilized, and also produced in certain developing countries, there 111Ust also 
be recognition of tlte growing pressure f,,r increasing employment opportunities 
in many of these countries. It would be necessary to aetermine both the 
appropriate usage of coaputers and automated equipment and the extent to which 
human labour should be replaced in particular sectors and provided with 
retraining and other facilities, besides alternative sources of employment. 

The development of local software constitutes both an essential 
prerequisite and a major opportunity for several developing countries. With 
relatively cheap availability of technical personnel in several of these 
countries, there is considerable potential for development: of applications 
software, both for local services and for export markets in industrialized 
countries. Software development may require, apart: from basic training in 
computer programaing at local institutions, foreign linkages in the form of 
joint ventures or subcontracting arrangements with foreign software 
companies. With the enormous growth of new software applications during the 
1990s, several developing countries can develop a niche for specific fields of 
software development, with training and incentives oriented towards such 
development and with linkages and joint ventures with foreign software 
co11p.1mies. 

The development of informatics hardware, apart from consumer electronics, 
also presents significant potential for several developing countries. It 
should be possible t:o undertake local production of a wide range of industrial 
electronics products in these countries. These could include desk-top 
computers; disk drives; flexible magnetic disks; component boards; keyboard 
asse11bly; display asse11bly; scanners; printers; plotters and me11e>ry storage 
devic9s. Besides, a wide range of discrete components can be locally 
produced, such as diodes, ranging from small, signal diodes to diodes for 
special applications; transistors, including bipolar power and microwave 
transistors and thyristors; ferrites; condensers; relays; tubes; hybrid 
circuits, including photo-receiver or transmitter packages; and integrated and 
printed circuits, ranging fro11 linear, monclitic integrated circuits to 
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interface, and cust<>11-integrated circuits. Audio cOllponents could include 
microphones, loudspeakers and amplifiers. In the co11111UDications subsector, 
local aanufacture could be undertaken of telephone handsets, tvo-vay 
co11111UI1ication sytems and manual and automatic exchanges, in progressive 
stages. Various instruments can also be locally manufactured, ranging froa 
simple multi-meters to complex control instruments used in industry, power 
systems and the like. 

For many of these products, the initial invest:aent is not unduly high in 
relation to overall investments in the informatics sector. Production 
processes tend to be siailar, so that: initial t:echrological absorption could 
be rapidly extended to technological adaptation except:, perhaps. at t:he higher 
ends of the technology spect:rua. The acquisition of foreign technology should 
be possible as there are several alternative foreign sources froa which 
simpler informatics t:eclmologies can be secured. At: the same tiae, 
developing-country enterprises vill need to assess inforaation on alternative 
technology suppliers and negotiate suitable arrangements for technology 
acquisition and transfer. National laws and regulations will be an iaportant 
factor in this regard, including laws on inteJlectual property rights and 
institutional norms and measures relating to toreign investments and inflow of 
foreign technology. 

State interventi~n has been prominent, in particular, in the industrial 
strategies in inforaatics and seaiconducto~s in India and Brazil. In addition 
to providing general policy framework and support, State-owned enterprises 
undertook production activities in these countries. In most other developing 
countries, foreign direct investments have been actively promoted and play a 
major role in the production of informatics products and semiconductors. In 
Malaysia, foreign-owned subsidiaries, mostly from the United States, account 
for the largest share of production, particularly in semiconductors. 
Singapore and Hong Kong are particularly open to foi.·eign industrial 
investments and the majority of major producers in the field of components and 
industrial electronics are of foreign origin. 

In a third group of countries, the situation i.s not as well-defined. In 
Argentina, the informatics policy ~stablished in 1984 promoted the 
establishment of joint ventures with foreign firms. Although no formal norms 
were adopted, wholly-owned foreign subsidiaries were not considered suitable 
for local absorption and development of technology. In Mexico, the policy 
announced in 1981 was also based on the establishment of joint ventures. 
However, after substantial changes in the overall foreign investment policy, 
100 per cent holdings by IBK for microcomputer manufacture was accepted. In 
Venezuela, aaendments to the foreign :t.nvest:Jlents regulation have relaxed 
authorization procedures in the informatics fielJ. In the Republic of Korea, 
the Government has significantly intervened to regulate foreign direct 
investment and to set conditions for the participation of foreign finas. 

The v~rious approaches reflect different perceptions of the advantages 
and disadvantages regarding the participation of TNC1. Countries concerned 
with building up indigenous industrial and technological capability have 
viewed such participation and control as a major limitation. The 110rketing 
power and technological superiority of TNCs may, in fact, create barriers to 
setting up ne~ national enterprises, if these are forced to compete in an open 
market with the for11er. 
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At the saae time, the development of informatics in developing countries 
has been, and will continue to be, based largely on the transfer of foreign 
technology through licences and alternative arrangements. In seaiconductors, 
assembly operations by TNCs in the Republic of Korea, Malaysia and other 
South-East Asian countries did not involve any significant transfer of 
know-how, but considerable backward linkages have since been achieved in some 
of these countries. When Brazil, the Republic of Korea and India initiated 
manufacturing activities in computers and integrated circuits, they were able 
to obtain technology and lcnov-how from foreign sources. 

Together with a well-defined policy on informatics development, it is 
necessary for developing countries to review trends in the growth of their 
service subsectors. Where such service branches lag behind in technolo~ical 
usage, as 11ay be the case in financial services or tourism where international 
transactions are involved, the technological gap should be covered. In some 
cases, this may involve foreign participation, as in the cas~ of international 
hotrl management or in offshore banking operations. In others, the 
informatics techniques that are used in industrialized cotmtries can be 
acquired and adapted to local use. As indicated in previous sections, the 
technological nature and content of such techniques is not such that they 
ca1U1ot be extended or absorbed, once basic computer skills have been developed 
and the necessary informatics hardware is in position in particular developing 
countries. 

At the international level, the recent debate on services and the 
liberalization of regulatory controls in the service sector has tended to 
focus on trade issues only. Many services and the role of informatics in 
services in many developing countries are regarded as essential infrastructure 
to be regulated and developed as part of the overall industrial development. 
However, the trends and developments in informatics in services in the 
industrialized developed countries requires policy-makers in developing 
countries to consider and examine the issue of liberalization of trade in 
services, as also the development of informatics in services. Because of 
multi-faceted informatics applications in the production, distributivn and 
consumption of goods and services in any country, tLe role of informatics in 
services should be subject to carefully designed ar.d balanced national 
policies, which may also lead to liberl'.lization of trade in certain services, 
such as financial services, transportation and tourism and the like. 

In several developing countries, as also in certain industrialized 
countries, regulations and limitations on foreign involvement either through 
trade or through investments in informatics and services are distinctive 
features of the government policies pursued in the past 40 years. Of course, 
in some developing countries there are different patterns of regulations of 
various services. State-owned enterprises are predominant in key service 
branches in most developing countries. Regulations on foreign investments in 
these fields often tend to be fairly sweeping, sometimes closing the whole 
range of activities to foreign involvement or ensuring a high degree of local 
ownership. At the same time, there is also a recent trend in several 
developing countries towards deregulation and privatization. The 
technclogical revolution brought about by developments and applications of 
informatics in services in recent years has raised several policy issues which 
need to be tackled, including facilitating the growth in international trade 
in services. 
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International ~rganizations have an important role to play in promoting 
the development of informatics in services and varying degrees of 
liberalizatio~ of trade in :iarticular services. It will be essential for 
UNIDO and other international orgaatizations that are concerned with 
informatics in services (such as UNCTAD, UNCTC, the World Bank, ITU, IBI, ILO, 
FAO etc.) t~ assist developing countries to design and implement appropriate 
policies and strategies for the development of informatics and their 
application in various service subsectors. -

In several developing countries ll&llY service industries, particularly 
business services, are developed only to a limited extent. Such facilities, 
including coaputer usage and advanced telecomm.mications and data services, 
are increasingly becoming the infrastructure for trading services 
internationally. To ensure that the developing countries benefit fully fro• 
the opportunities offered by increased international transactions in services, 
it vould be necessary to ensure increased technical assistance to developing 
countries for strengthening inforaatics in services in these countries. 
Multilateral agreements on international transactions in services could, 
therefore, conceivably contain provisions concerning technical co-operation to 
be provided, including by international organizations. 

The principle of economic development of developing countries finds 
expression today in most major international framework agreements. It is, 
therefore, relevant to all negotiations, including those on services. It is 
generally recognized that informatics technology is likely to play an 
increasingly important role in economic development. The nature and pattern 
of growth of the informatics sector in developing countries is a major and 
critical issue for the 1990s and greater attention needs to be devoted in 
international negotiations to ensure that the technology gap in this secto~ 
does not increase further. 

The growth pattern of the service sector, on the other har.d, is a complex 
issue and the objective of development of local technological capability a.ist 
be taken into account, together with utilization of national skills in 
services in particular countries. In the Special Session of the Contracting 
Parties at Punta del Este in September 1986, it was decided to launch 
negotlations on trade in services with the aim •to establish a ..Utilateral 
framework of principles and rules for trade in services, including elaboration 
of possible disciplines for individual sectors, with a view to expansion of 
such trade under conditions of transparency and progressive liberalization and 
as means of promoting economic growth of all trading partners and the 
development of developing countries. Such framework shall respect the policy 
objectives of national lavs and regulations ~;plying to service and shall take 
into account the work of relevant international organizations•. It was also 
decided that CATI' procedures and practices shall apply to these negotiations 
and a Group of Negotiations on Services was established to deal vith these 
utters. 

In view of these negotiations, the role of services has assumed special 
importance in the international context. Since interests of induatrialized 
and developing countries are very widely divergent, it is difficult to 
anticipate the outcome of the negotiatiofljl, It is, however, clear that the 
role of the service sector has been recognized as being critical for both 
industrialized and developing countries and the latter lllUSt ensure, during the 
1990s, that they do not lag behind technologically in the growth and 
development of their respecti ·1e service branches and subsectors. 
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ASEAN 
ATM 
CAD/CAM 
CAPRE 
CAT 
CATV 
CD 
CDC 
CGE 
CII 
CIM 
CMC 
CHC 
CPU 
CR.S 
DARPA 
DEC 
DRAM 
EC 
ECE 
ECIL 
ECR 
ECU 
EDI 
EDP 
EIT 
EIAK 
EPLD 
ESPRIT 

FAO 
FDI 
FF.ACO 
FMC 
FMK 
FKS 
GATT 
GDP 
GNP 
IBI 
IBM 
ICL 
ILO 
IKF 
IPA 
lTT 
ITIJ 
JIT 
LAN 
LOT IS 
LSI 
MCA 
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ACRONYMS 

Association of South-East Nations 
Auto .. ted teller .. chine 
Computer-aided design/aanu.facture 
Co-ordinating Commission for Data Processing Activities (Brazil) 
Computer-aided tomography _ 
ColllaUllity Antenna (Cable) Television 
Certificate of deposit 
Control O.ta Corporation 
Compagnie Generale d'Electricite 
Compagnie Internationale de l'Inforaatique 
Collputer-integrated aanufacture 
Computer Maintenance Corporation (Ir~ia) 
Collputer numerically-controlled 
Central processing unit 
Computerized reservation systea 
Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (USA) 
Digital Electronics Corp.:>ration 
Dynamic random access aeaory 
European Co--..nity 
Economic Coaaission for Europe 
Electronics Corporation of India 
Electronic cash register 
European Currency Unit 
Electronic data intercharge 
Electronic data processing 
Electronic funds transfer 
Electronic Industries Association of Korea 
Erasable/progra111118ble logic device 
European Strategic Progr811111e for Research and Development in 
Information Technologies 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
Foreign direct investment 
European Federation of Management Consultants 
Flexible manufacturing cell 
Flexible manufacturing modules 
Flexible manufacturing systems 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
Gross domestic product 
Gross national product 
Intergovernmental Bureau for Informatics 
International Business Machines 
International Computers Limited 
International Labour Organisation 
International Monetary Fund 
Information and Technology PromJtion Agency 
International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation 
International Telecolllll.lllication Union 
Just-in-time 
Local area network 
Liberalization of Trade in Services Committee 
Large-scale integration (of circuits) 
Management Consultancies Association (U.K.) 
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HITI 
HPT 
HR.I 
NC 
Norr 
NCR 
NCSDCT 
NEC 
NIC 
Nl'T 
OECD 
PABX 
PAL 
PC 
PCM 
PET 
PGA 
POS 
PTT 
RACE 

RISC 
SCRAM 
SEI 
SITA 
SWIFT 
TDH 
TNC 
TQC 
UHF 
UNCTC 
VCR 
VHF 
VLSI 
WTO 
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Kinistt)' of International Trade and Industry 
Ministry of Posts and Teleco1111Unications 
Magnetic resonance imaging 
Nuaerical control 
Nuaerically-controlled machine tool 
National Cash Register 
Nation&! Centre for Software Development and Computing TechniqJes 
Nippon Electronics Cor~ration 
National Informatics Centre (India) 
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation 
Organisation for Economic Co·operation and Development 
Private Automatic Branch Exchange 
Programaable array logic 
Personal computer 
Pulse code modulation 
Position eaission t~graphy 
PrograJ111able gate array 
Point(s) of sale 
Post, Telephone and Telegraph 
Research and Development in Advanced ColBllUilication Technologies for 
Europe 
Reduced instruction-set COllpUting 
Static randoa access meaory 
Secretaria Especial de Informatica (Brazil) 
Societe Internationale des Telecommunications Aeronautiques 
Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications 
Time division multiplexing 
Transnational corporation 
Total qUP.l i ty control 
Ultra high frequency 
United Nations Centre on Transnational Corporations 
Video cassette recorder 
Very high frequency 
Very large-scale integration (of circuits) 
World Tourism Organization 
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